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The research described in this report concludes a
two-year effort to develop a Performace , Management System
(PMS)	 for the NCC computers.	 PMS provides semi-automated
monthly reports to NASA and contractor management on the
status and performance of the NCC computers in the TDRSS
program.	 Throughout 1984, PMS was tested, debugged,
extended, and enhanced.	 Regular PMS monthly reports Were
produced and distributed.	 PMS continues to operate at the
NCC under control of Bendix Corp. personnel.
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This document contains a full description of the research
conducted at the University of Louisville over the past year.
The purpose of this research was to enhance and debug the
current Performance Management System (PMS) for the UNIVAC
1100/82 at the NCC, and to extend PMS to operate on other
computers at the NCC.
PMS provides a semi-automated system for generating
monthly performace reports to NASA and contractor management.
These reports summarize the activity of the operations partition
of the UNIVAC 1100/82 at the NCC. This is the computer which
supports TDRSS operations. The reports present tabular and
graphical data showing such parameters as CPU utilization,
memory utilization, and TIP thruput. These graphs and tables
are accompanied by textual explanations.
Technical and administrative managers use the PMS reports
to track the system's workload (for example, observing the
change in workload during a shuttle launch), to anticipate
system problems (for example, excessive utilizations which might
threaten the system's reliability), and plan for system upgrades
(for example, by observing which system resources are heavily or
lightly used).
A PMS operator (currently from Bendix) must devote one to
two days a month to perform the tape manipulation operations and
report generation functions required by PMS. More time may be
ii
required if system anomalies require research to explain the
behavior in the PMS report, or if system malfunctions require
special data recovery procedures.
During this rarsearalh, PMS was debugged, and there are now
no known instabilities in PMS. Furthermore, PMS was enhanced
making it simpler, more reliable, and faster for the PMS
operator. in particular, PMS now uses fewer tapes and is menu-
driven. The current version of PMS is called PMS1R16. It is
available in the NCC tape library on tape number 0754.
In order for PMS to be operated by personnel other than
teh developers at the University of Louisville, it was necessary
r	 to fully document its features. Therefore, the following three
manuals hve been generated under this contract:
Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Manual
Program Reference Manual
File Reference Manual
Copies of these manuals have been delivered to the Technical
Officer for this contract and the PMS operator at Bendix.
Other copies are archived at the University of Louisville.
PMS is currently in operation at the NCC, and it should
continue to provide useful information to management for years
]	
to come.
?	 PMS2 was developed under this contract to extend PMS to
operation on the backup partition of the 1100/82 and the
development computer at the NCC, a UNIVAC 1100/80A. This new
iii
GPMS version is more general than the one in current operation.
It monitors more system parameters and provides a more "generic"
report. By reconfiguring system data files (not programs) it
can be made to operate on any of the three UNIVAC 1100
configuration., at the NCC. PMS2 has been tested, and has been
shown to produce usable reports, but i •-. has not been approved
for implementation on the NCC computers. The University of
Louisville PMS researchers recommend that steps be taken to
approve and activate PMS2 for is;.piementation on all the NCC
UNIVAC 1100 series computers. It should provide the superior
performance reporting capability for all these computers that is
now provided only for the operations partition of the UNIVAC
1100/82.
There were no inventions developed under this contract.
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ARM	 - Arcnive Module
DTV	 - Digital Television
ECL	 - Executive Control Language
FEP
	 - Front End Processor
GSFC	 - Goddard Space Flight Center
GSTDN
	 -
Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
MOMPOI - Manual Operation Module
NASA	 - National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCC	 - Network Control Center
PDL	 - Prog-am Design Language
PMS	 - Performance Management System
SIP	 - Software Instrumentation Package
STDN	 - Space Tracking and Data Network
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r1. INTRODUCTION
1	 1.1 Statement of Problem
Under the extension of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Contract NAS5-25504 with the
University of Louisville, 	 the maintenance and further
development of a semi-automated Performance Management
System (PMS) was undertaken for the Network Control Center
(NCC) of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS).	 PMS analyzes the major resources and system
workloads of the NCC computer, a Univac 1100/82. 	 The PMS
system prepares and prints monthly reports documenting the
d performance of NCC's UNIVAC 1100/82. 1 It was desired
by NASA that PMS's manual operations (the procedures
required to produce the monthly reports)	 should be enhanced
for smoother operation of PMS. 	 The contract also required
that PMS be extended so that it could evaluate all the NCC
UNIVAC 1100 series computers at the NCC. 	 This report
describes in detail the enhancements and modifications
performed on PMS to meet these requirements.
1	 1.2 Background
Performance evaluation, the determination of how
S	 well a system is able to complete its specified tasks, is
I	 essential to the successful application of virtually every
technology. System designers, installation directors, data





managers, and computer users at all levels have to cope with
problems that could be solved substantially more easily and
more satisfactorily with some knowledge of performance
evaluation methodologies, techniques, and tools.2
All computer systems have to address problems that
require considerable involvement in performance evaluation
activities. For example, configuration design, system
tuning, upgrading, scheduling, operation's management, and
short and long term planning are important aspects involved
in a computer system. As is the case with the NCC, the
increasing complexity of modern computer systems, the
increasing significance of tasks being delegated to
computers and future upgrading to their system, have
necessitated that computer system performance become an
important consideration for their developers and those
responsible for system operation.3
To analyze the performance of any computer system,
the productivity, responsiveness, and utilization of the
system must be quantified into a set of indices to be
compared with performance standards. Methods used to
determine these indices fall within three categories: direct
measurement, simulation, and analytical techniques. Direct
measurement uses monitors that sum events as they occur in
the system and convert counter values to indices. Hardware
or software monitors may be used. Hardware monitors use
probes connected to the computer while software monitors are




run concurrently with application programs.	 Simulation; the
second method of evaluation, uses system specifications,
information collected by monitors, or both to model the
system's hardware and its workload.	 A simulation program
which uses these modeled parameters imitates the system by
reproducing a sequence of events which corresponds to actual
events taking place in the system.	 A third method of per-
formance evaluation using analytical techniques represents
a system by a set of mathematical equations. 	 These equa-
tions are developed using Markovian queuing network theory
or operational analysis.4
All three performance methods have advantages over
each other.	 Direct measurement is the most accurate, but
requires an operational system.	 The system's hardware and
software must be in the final stages of development.
Simulation requires development of complex programs to
simulate the target system. 	 These	 take time toprograms
develop and debug, but they do not require the target
system to be developed.	 Because the system's operation is
imitated, simulation can produce results which are-almost
as accurate as direct measurement.	 Analytical techniques
may produce results quickly, and such techniques are easily
changed in response to system changes. 	 They are usually not
as accurate as simulation or direct measurement.
Performance indices for a system and modification
assessments that can be produced quickly are useful for
efficient system management.5
Y
All three performance evaluation methods were used
to evaluate the NCC computers in previous research at the
University of Louisville under contract NAS5-26504.	 Chief
responsibility for development of measurement methods,
simulation, and analytical system modeling was undertaken
by J. G. Darnley, G. G. Crush, and A. M. Long Lively.	 The
measurement methods gathered all the data from the NCC's
computers necessary to perform the simulation and modeling
experiments.	 The monitor used to gather this in- formation
is called Software Instrumentation PatYage (SIP). SIP
accumulates and records most of the .activities of the
UNIVAC's	 hardware devices.	 Becauseoperating system and
data collected by SIP require very large files, data
reduction programs were developed to reduce the SIP data
into useable formats and also to produce performance
summary reports from the UNIVAC 1100/22 then installed in
the NCC.	 At this point, simulation and modeling programs
analyzed the data-base created by SIP/PAR to evaluate the
TDRSS network. 6 As a result of the application of the
above methods, it was deter- mined that the UNIVAC 1100/22
used by NCC for TDRSS activity was inadequate, but an
upgrade to an 1100/82 model would suffice.
i
An outgrowth of the above research was a proposal
i
to use the measurement methods to monitor the operations
partition of the new UNIVAC 1100/82 and report on its
performance.	 A system needed to be developed to obtain
detailed analysis of the data-base that could be obtained
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from SIP-collected data and MR reduction of it.	 This
wsystem would be run periodically and would produce reports
on the current status of the NCC's computers could be
included in this new system.	 It was desired that the
reports produced could be used by management, as well as
technical specialists.	 The members of the team that
designed the performance management system for the NCC weee
R.	 D. Shelton, T. G. Cleaver, A. M. 	 Long, M.	 Shive,	 L, B.
Drake, and A. B. Shah.8
The NCC's computers are a part of an extension to the
existing Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
(GSTDN) which is responsible for communications with low
orbiting NASA spacecraft. 	 To increase the satellite
communications and coverage significantly, the TDRSS was
designed because user satellites were frequently out of
communication with any ground station.	 Another major
advantage of TDRSS is that more modern technology is used
than with STDN, so that a wider range of communication rates
is provided.
	 The Network Control Center controls and
monitors are a part of the TDRSS system.	 The NCC has front
end processors (FEP) which are UNIVAC Varian 77 600
minicomputers, and a custom digital TV (DTV)
	
system which
drives operator workstations.	 The NCC is built around a
UNIVAC 1100/82 mainframe computer with dual processors that
normally runs as a partitioned system, one processor for
operation and the other for testing. There is also a UNIVAC
1100/80A mainframe computer used for software development.
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The PMS nystem was developed for the NCC which is located
at the Goddard Spaceflight center (GSFC).9
Throughout 1983, PMS was developed by the University
in	 itsdesign team,of Louisville and	 October 1983, was
delivered to NASA/GSFC as an operational system. Below is a
brief discussion of PMS as configured on that delivery date.
More detail is available in the Final Report for 1983	 (see
bibliography).
The PMS system was broken down into seven modules.
The first module which needed to be accessed when generating
a performance report was the Manual Operations Module (MOM).
This module prompted the PMS operator for information, such
as the opr,.ate^e rg name, report date, report period, and
threshold values. Also, MOM set up the major units of PMS
for execution. 10	 •
Data elements were stored intwo classed of files:
Internal Data Base and 'the External Data Base. The Internal
Data Base contained all data files required during a run of
PMS. The External Data Base contained the PMS system files
that were stored on magnetic tapes, including the trend
files. These trend files contained daily averages for
parameters such as the NCC workload, CPU utilization, memory
utilization, and utilisation of the busiest disk drive. The
Archive Module (ARM) automatically interfaced PMS's Internal
Data Base and External Base.
The Data Reduction Module (DRM) reduced SIP





performance data was collected continuously by SIP and was
written to data files as blocks of raw performance data
every thirty minutes.	 A PAR program reduced the data
collected from SIP, then created the Consolidated Data Base
(CDB)
	
files.	 The CDB files contained performance data for
an entire report period.,
	 These data were chronological, and
if data were missing for any time period, flags were
provided.11
The Report Generation module produced the monthly
performance report.	 (See the Installation, Operation, and
Maintenance Manual, Appendix I for an example of a typical
Two tables
	 in thisreport.)	 were contained	 report:	 Busiest
Day Summary and Daily Average Report.
	 The Daily Average
Report gave a summary of daily performance averages during
an	 entire month. 	 The Busiest Day Summary table reported on
the busiest day during the report period.	 This day could be
specified by the PMS operator.
There were scatter plots in the monthly report for
CPU, memory, and disk utilization. 	 These scatter plots
showed how the major resources relate to each other. Trend
graphs were contained that reported on the NCC's CPU,,
memory, and highest disk utilization during the report
period. Conditional reports were automatically plotted if
j threshold values were exceeded. 	 These values were manually
set by the PMS operator in the Manual Operations Module. 	 It
was possible to plot up to 25 conditional reports.






allowed the PMS operator to start and stop the PMS software
at various stages when generating the monthly report. This
was helpful when testing and debugging the PMS system. When
data integrity errors occured when executing PMS, the PMM
would stop execution and provide error statements for
unrecoverable errors.12
The Maintenance Module (MAM) made it easier for the
PMS operator to maintain the PMS system. This included
maintenance of command files which compile and link
programs. The PMS monthly performance report and the system
programs could be printed on the UNIVAC's line printer by
executing the appropriate command files. Also contained
were PAR programs that enabled the operator to determine if
a SIP cycle file could be reduced by PMS.
PMS was not a general system and would only evaluate
NCC's UNIVAC 1100/82 operations partition. PMS could not
reduce data from the backup partition of the UNIVAC 1100/82
or a UNIVAC 1100/80A computer. As of December, 1983, PMS
would reduce Software Instrumentation Package (SIP) cycles
properly and produce a satisfactory monthly performance
report as described. PMS required at least four magnetic
tapes: a system tape, two trend tapes (one used for the
purpose of positioning the other one) and a SIP tape or
tapes. Data copied on the SIP tape was collected using the
Software Instrument Package, located on the UNIVAC 1100/82.
The data collected required reduction of large amounts of
performance data which would eventually be used in the PMS
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monthly performance report. 	 The trend tapes contained
reduced performance data from the previous three months.
The system tape stored all programs and maintenance routines
rcontained in the PMS system.	 PMS required a minimum of
human input to generate a monthly report.	 PMS was designed
modularly to help with debugging and future modifications to
the system.
The modular design of PMS helped limit the size and
functions	 its	 routines.	 Theof all	 software	 modules and
units were designed with minimum interface between each
unit.	 This allowed for changes to be made to the system by
®
n
changing small programs instead of large ones. 	 Ease of
future develpments to PMS was increased because of the
flexibility designed into the system.
1.3	 Preview of Report
The following text will describe the major
modifications made to the PMS system.	 in the first section,
the design methodologies used by developers of PMS are
discussed.
	
Then bugs found in PMS and enhancemeits made to
PMS are discussed.	 Finally, the development of the new
general version of PMS, which runs on all NCC 1100 series
computers,	 is discussed.
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2. MAINTENANCE OF PMS
2.1 Preliminary Activities
In accordance with the statement of work for this
contract, the project team produced monthly PMS reports for
the first six months of the contract. This activity had the
following beneficial effects:
1. New team members gained experience in learning
and using PMS.
2. High-quality monthly performance reports were
prepared and distributed.
3. It provided a training period for the Bendix
Corp. personnel who were to take over the operation
Of PMS.




	 As a consequence of producing these monthly PMS
reports, an important and interesting anomaly was noted in
the behavior of the UNIVAC 1100/82. The CPU percent
utilization would vary between two levels, 10% and 70%.
This "bimodal" behavior was interesting in that it obviously
represented some sort of "thrashing" or "deadly embrace"
phenomenon, and it was important in that excessively high








have been caused by competition for resources between SIP
and OSAM. In accordance with this presumption, OSAM use was
cut back Beverly, and the PMS reports reflected a reduction
in the bimodal activity. Still, the University of
Louisville staff regard the source of the problem to be
unproved, and we continue to recommend that definitive tests
be performed.
2.2	 Debugging the PMS System
PMS is a large and complex software performance
When dealing	 on this scale, bugssystem.
	
with programs
in a system are inevitable. 	 PMS was written modularly
with the application of "top down" design techniques.
This eased the difficulty in finding errors in the
System.
foundThe first major bug that was corrected was
when generating the 1983 December report. 	 PMS had
difficulty in creating files needed to produce the December
u
monthly report. 	 Apparently, PMS did not handle new year
transitions properly.	 The error wan found in Data Reduction
Module DRMPR4.	 A logical condition was tested improperly.
When the first month of the year was calculated, it was
defined as thirteen.	 Consequently, all subsequent months
calculated were offset by one (the second month of the new
year is calculated as the first month). The system was
corrected and tested again, but the monthly report still






trend file had a date that was out of sequence. The bad
datum was corrected and PMS was executed, this time
producing a correct monthly report.
Program module ARMEI3 did not close a, file called
"MISCELLAN" properly, generating an error when other modules
read the file. MISCELLAN contains five records. After
ARMEI3 finished writing the fourth record into MICE.LLAN
file, the file was closed; thereby, altering the number of
records in the file from five to four. Any program that
tried to read a fifth record in the MISCELLAN file would
generate an error, To correct this error, ARMEI3 was
changed to write a dummy fifth record in the MISCELLAN file.
A scheme was prepared for avoiding an annoying
message. When PMS had difficulty handling a SIP
cycle, a program module occasionally generated a message
"***DRMFSI#3 •- NONFATAL ERROR IN READING SPHISTORY" to the
terminal. PM13 may even be in an infinite loop when this
message appears on the screen. After this message is
displayed several times on the monitor, the PMS system
operator wonders if a SIP cycle cannot be reduced. If the
SIP cycle cannot be reduced, it should be marked for
skipping and PMS should be run again. To help the operator
make this decision, the PMS software was corrected so that
the error message is written to the monitor once, *_hen it is
written to a file called "TRACER" along with a counter, so
that the number of times the error message occurs is readily
apparent. If the PMS system is in an infinite loop trying
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to reduce a SIP cycle, the DRMVB1 error message can only be
written into the TRACER file several thousand times. 	 Once
there is an overflow in the TRACER file, the PMS system will
crash.	 The PMS operator will then know that a particular
SIP cycle cannot be reduced, and will mark this cycle for
®
skipping before running the system again.
eOnce modifications were made to the PMS system,
they were documented.	 Change Request forms were filled out
to reflect changes made to the system.
	
The program's PDL
was also changed to show the new logical flow of its
modified program.	 Overall, the PMS system did not have
any major errors.	 Changes made to PMS were subtle modifi-
cations, but necessary if PMS was to operate reliably.
/ 2.3	 Enhancing the PMS System
Previously, PMS was not especially user friendly.
This made it difficult for beginning PMS operators to run
the system properly.	 An indepth knowledge of PMS and
UNIVAC ECL was required to produce satisfactory PMS reports
consistently. This is especially apparent when trying to
run the Report Generation module to produce the tables and
graphs contained in the reports.
In order to increase PMS ease of operation, it was
decided that PMS should be accessed through a menu driven
program. The menu program executes all pertinent procedures
of PMS to ensure PMS proper operation. By having a menu
driven program of the major operations of PMS, the operator





perform since these operations are listed in the menu pro-
gram.	 An indepth knowledge of how PMS functions operate
is still required of the PMS operator when problems develop,
but the menu program makes it easier for the operator to be
competent in routine operation of PMS.
	
He is more aware of
the different functions PMS is allowed to perform.
The menu program is a FORTRAN program ( See the
Program Reference Manual for a complete listing)	 that is
automatically executed by the procedure that loads the PMS
system from magnetic tape to disk files. Through the menu
program, PMS may be set up for operation and executed. 	 The
menu program has 15 options. Option A deletes all the files
needed by MOMPOI. Normally, the files used in the execution
of MOMP01 are handled properly, but if there is a problem
when executing MOMPOI, this option is selected. 	 It will
allow the user to start from scratch and enter a new set of
parameters in MOMPOI. 	 Option B allows a user to set up the
PMS system for a monthly performance report run. 	 This
t
involves entering the operator name, beginning and ending
dates of the monthly report, SIP cycles to be used by PMS,
threshold values for devices configured on NCC's UNIVAC
q
1100/82, and modules of PMS selected for execution.	 Option
C executes the PMS system.
	
The modules of PMS that will be
run are determined in module MOMPOI.	 When changes need to
be made to any program in PMS, Option A will compile the
edited program.	 Once modified programs are compiled, Option
E may be selected to map ( link)	 the entire PMS system.	 If
4^-
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it is desired to save PMS on any tape number, especially
after modifications are made to PMS, Option F may be
selected.	 To obtain a complete listing of all programs and
ECL command files contained in the PMS system, Option G is
selected.	 To print the monthly performance report generated
by PMS, Option c`_ is selected. 	 The monthly performance re-
port is sent to the UNIVAC's main line printer. 	 Option I
gives instructions on how to execute the PARQA. 	 PARQA de-
determines whether a particular SIP cycle may be used by
i PMS.	 Whenever an operator desires a listing of files
currently on a magnetic tape, Option J may be used.
	
The
operator only needs to input the number of the tape he wants
to look at.	 As PMS is used, the two work files (PMS and
UTILITIES)
	
accumulate an excessive number of Versions of a
file element.	 In order to minimize the disk space useage of
PMS, option K is selected to delete all file elements, ex-
cept the most recent version.	 Option L concentrates two
files, 66 columns each,	 into a file of 132 columns.	 The
interlaced files are used as documentation in the PMS
monthly performance report. 	 Option M performs a catalog'
that lists disk files created under a user's account number.
A catalog is performed periodically so that the PMS operator
can delete unwanted files to conserve disk space. 	 Option N
lists the current disk file usage of a user while logged on
I
a UNIVAC 1100 series computer. This option is helpful to
the operator in-case PMS does not execute successfully. The
operator can determine if all files . needed by PMS were
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assigned.	 Option 0 exits the menu program and returns the
user to the UNIVAC's operating system.
At the NCC, there was a limit for how much disk
is	 Because	 thespace each user	 allocated.	 of the size of
PMS system, the disk space allocated for PMS was nearly ^,v
full.	 PMS was analyzed to determine where in the system`
disk usage could be minimized.
	 Previously, PMS copied
SYSBAL$LOG$ files from tape to disk even if they are
designated to be
	
by	 MOMP01.skipped	 module	 A scheme was
prepared in the ARM units to prevent loading in the SIP
files to disk that will be unused in a monthly report run.
This greatly reduced the disk usage of PMS.
Originally, the PMS system operated using three
tapes:	 two trend tape;	 trend files)(which stored	 and a
system tape (which stored the system files such as PMS and
UTILITIES).
	
When the system tape and trend tapes were
changed periodically to save a new version of PMS files
and trend files, this created difficulty for the PMS
foroperator.	 It was easy	 the operator to specify incor-
rect tape numbers that were to replace the former ones.
This arises from the fact that modules which reference the
system and trend files had the tape numbers hardcoded into
their modules.	 If new trend tapes were to be used, the
operator had to change the tape numbers in the programs. k
A new system tape required changing a tape number in an





A further problem was that the use of three tapes
was inconvenient and error-prone. The mounting and dis-
mounting of three tapes by the UNIVAC operator took a long
time, and the tape drives used were not always reliable.
Changes were undertaken so that the files contained on the
system and trend tapes would be stored on a single tape.
were also made so
	 user	 nowChanges	 that the	 is
1 prompted for the system tape number the PMS system is tobe stored on.
	 Once all modules of PMS are executed, the
system is saved on the specified tape number.
	 The entire
system is then deleted.	 This procedure forces the PMS
timeoperator to reload the PMS system every	 he wants to
generate a monthly report and reduces the chance that files
needed by the system are rolled out.	 Once the PMS system is
loaded from tape to disk the menu program is executed so
that the the operator can immediately select which functions
of PMS he wants to perform.
'	 The enhancements discussed wake PMS more reliable
and faster running.	 Also, the system is contained on one
tape (including the trend files)	 and is more automatic
since the operator no longer concerns himself with the
1 correct trend tape numbers needed by the ARM units.
2.4	 Documentation of PMS
Once all enhancement , developments were performed
on PMS, three documens were produced:
PMS Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Manual
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PMS Program Reference Manual
PMS File Reference Manual
Copies of these three documents have been provided to NASA
and Sendix. Other copies are on file at the University of
Louisville.
The Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Manual
describes PMS operator procedures. 	 Guidelines for
installing, running and maintaining PMS are included. The
operator is shown how to access SIP cycles on the UNIVAC
1100/82,	 then store them to magnetic tape(s). 	 Once the SIP
tape(s)	 are created, procedures describe how to determine
the valid SIP cycles to be used in a PMS monthly performance
report run.	 There is also an error recovery section that
explains operator recovery options in case difficulty should
arise while running the PMS system. 	 Next,	 there is a brief
description of the internal function of PMS. 	 There is also
an explanation of the chronological execution of the PMS
system, while PMS generates a monthly performance report.
The last section describes maintenance of PMS. 	 Instruc-
tions are given that show how to compile programs, map
(link) programs, minimize PMS disk usage, and save the PMS
system on magnetic tape.
i
The Program Reference Manual gives listings of the
PDL and code for all PMS programs, including supporting
utility programs.	 This will serve as the primary reference
for system modifications and enhancements.
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3.	 BENCHMARK TESTING WITH SHORT SIP INTERVALS
Bendix and CSC recognized that PMS reports provide
performance data in a convenient and readable form, and
that PMS reports could be produced much faster (one day)
t than other performance reports.	 They were therefore
interested in using PMS to aid in analyzing benchmark tests
and V and V tests on the 1100/82. 	 Both Bendix and CSC
requested that the University of Louisville personnel
determine if PMS could be applied to such tasks.
PMS is configured to process SIP data taken at
30-minute SIP intervals over a period of several days.
Benchmark and V and V tests use one-minute SIP intervals
over a few hours.	 It was questionable whether PMS could
easily be adapted to these short SIP intervals.
(	 j
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A test run of PMS with one-minute intervals was
attempted.	 PMS processed the one-minute SIP intervals
without difficulty. 	 Normal PMS procedures were used to
produce a PMS monthly report. 	 Only three to four hours of
data could be processed because the file generated by SIP
k





produced using the one-minute SIP interval cycle contained
all the tables and graphs normally generated by PMS. 	 The
trend graphs and Daily Average Report table produced trivial
j i results because these graphs and tables are designed to sum-
marize data for up to one month. Since only three to four
hours of SIP data were used, the cycle was much too small to .




table and other standard report graphs, useable data was
recorded for memory, CPU, and highest disk utilization.
Also, the conditional graphs that plot threshold parameters
vs. time of day mere successful. The resolution of the
graphs was coarse because PMS summed the one-minute SIP
interval raw performance data into 30-minute time slots.
It was determined that, with suitable modifications;
PMS could be reconfigured to provide useful reports on





4.	 TRAINING OF A PMS OPERATOR
I
At the onset of the this year's research, NASA specified
i
Bendix as the contractor who would eventually take control of
the operation of PMS and the distribution of monthly PMS
reports. In accordance with the contract, University of
Louisville personnel undertook The training of the Bendix
operator, E, Z. Block,
Throughout the first half of 1984, the Bendix operator
observed and assisted in the generation of monthly PMS reports.
He became familiar with PMS operation, the gathering of SIP
data, and the tape handling routines.
In June of 1984, the operation of PMS was turned over to
i
Bendix, in July of 1984, Bendix released its first PMS report,
the .report for the month of June.
As changes and upgrades to PMS were developed, the new
releases were issued to Bendix. VMS reports continue to be













r	 5.	 PMS2: DESIGN OF A GENERAL PMS SYSTEM
The PMS system described in the previous section was
designed specifically to analyze data from the operations
partition of the UNIVAC 1100/82. The contract required that
PMS be extended so that it would operate on the backup
partition of the 1100/82 and also on the 1100/80A, a
software development machine.
1	 5.1 Design Criteria
After extensive interviews with NASA and contractor
personnel to determine the form and content of the new PMS,
it was decided that PMS sho^ild, as nearly as possible, be
the same for all three configurations. Difference; among
the three machine configurations would be handled by
selecting different options and data files, but the PMS
programs would remain the same for all three. This new PMS
was dubbed "PMS2".
In order for PMS to run as a general performance
system that could evaluate the NCC UNIVAC 1100 series
computers, some of PMS's parameter specifications needed to
be changed to match the environment of all three. All of
the new parameters needed to be common for all the NCC
UNIVAC installations. The parameters that were determined
to be most useful were CPU utilization, memory utilization,
average disk utilization, TIP throughout, TIP response time,
demand terminals in use, demand response time, and batch
jobs open. The PMS report given in Appendix C, however,
includes PEP and DTV information since these parameters are
valuable for the NCC'S 1100/82, for which the mentioned
report was produced. 	 The parameters which are general
I enough to be included in the new PMS tabular output, were
listed earlier and the three new parameters, demand
terminals in use, demand response time, and batch jobs open,
can easily overwrite the DTV and PEP data tabulated in the
Report Generation module of PMS in a step towards the
universilization of PMS.
5.2	 Implementation
PMS1, the version of PMS which runs exclusively on
the UNIVAC 1100/82, was used as the foundation for PMS2.
The first task was to redesign the PAR reduction unit,
DR74PR4 1 to acquire the additional parameters required of
PMS2.
Although acquisition of TIP response time and demand
response time were challenging problems, they were
eventually acquired and DRMPR4 successfully passed its
integration test.	 A listing of DRMPR4 is given in Appendix
i
A.
DRMFRU, the Fortran Reduction Unit, had to be
completely rewritten for PMS2.
	 This complex and lengthy tNJ,F
it program creates the SPHIST.ORY file which is a structured SIP
Data History,	 Fields of SPHISTORY represent the different
6-	 t
r
parameters collected by PMS.
	 The created SPHISTORY file is
used by the FORTRAN Data Base Unit (DRMFBI, DRMFB2), to
Y create the Consolidated Data Base files used by the rest of
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PMS.	 The program is extensively commented and has detailed
PDL.	 The listing of the program is given in Appendix B.
in order to make the new desired parameters
available to PMS by the PAR reduction routines, a number of
files had to be entirely reformatted. 	 These files, namely
PARAMADEF, PARAFLNMS, and THRESHOLD were each modified to
include, respectively, a definition of the new parameter
(needed to identify it from other parameters in PARDATAFL),
the name given to the file which will be used to accumulate
data at various times for the parameter, and a threshold
setting, which,
	
when exceeded, will trigger the generation
of a conditional report for the parameter.
An entirely new file, called SYSCONFIG, was created.
This file was developed in an effort to probe some crucial
characteristics of the system which could then be displayed
on the cover page of the PMS report.	 The existence of such
a file became particularly desirable due to the need to
identify a system report for the 1100/80A. The four records
of this file are:
I
TOTEM: The main memory size of the system.
NUMCPU: Number of CPUs configured for a day.
EXLEVL: Executive level for a day.
DSKCNT: Number of disks up.
Upon completion, PMS2 was tested with a subset of
the data for the month of August, 1984. The resulting PMS
report is given in Appenix C.
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itj The sample report produced by PMS2 proves that
-- can be successfully applied to performance management for
1
NCC computers.	 Consideration should be given to applying
PMS2 opertionally on all the NCC UNIVAC computers.
5.3	 Toward a Universal PMS System
In May of 1984, University of Louisville personnel
presented the current research at a meeting of the UNIVAC
users' group, USE. 13	PMS2 was described,	 and its
extension to PMS3 was also described. 	 PMS3 was to be a
version of PMS which would be able to run on any UNIVAC 1100
series computer, not just those at the NCC.
We received twenty-six requests from systems
managers of UNIVAC installations to be beta test sites for
PMS3.	 It is clear from this that there is great demand for
a software tool of this kind.
As the present contract is expiring, we have no
immediate plans to develop or release PMS3, but this remains





PMS has been an operational system since November
of 1983.	 Although PMS could produce monthly performance1 reports at that time, a beginning PMS operator without much
experience using the system would have some difficulty
generating a PMS report.	 The enhancements made to PMS
simplify the user's interface.
	 An operator can now
generate PMS reports without detailed knowledge of the
internal operations of PMS.	 Documentation on PMS is now
supplied to help the operator in case difficulties arise
when executing PMS.
	 The operator now has standard pro-
cedures to follow when installing, maintaining, and
R operating PMS.	 PMS is a more automatic system because the
entire system is now contained on a single tape. By having
the operator prompted for the tape number of the system's
tape, errors are reduced when running PMS. All,known bugs
in PMS have been eliminated, thereby significantly
increasing the reliability of PMS.
PMS is a viable and valuable tool for performance
ll
analysis of the UNIVAC 1100/82.	 It should continue to
provide PMS monthly reports to NASA and contractor
management into the foreseeable future.
PMS2, the general PMS system, is ready to provide
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?: 7 CIU1 S(1):=.=ECMFt(T, 13 4 RECUEST
	 THRU	 ChN	 7
.'- SCALE	 CCCMVD114 , 1:,aCCF.t115,:3
?t' 61 U1CtJ):=5: E P	 1':	 .0	 CLKS	 THRU CHN	 7?:? tNDFC;
+ ?•? FCR	 1, ^, N UN17C-' -
-
FCR	 ALL	 LN 17S
ILTL'II I: = SCt: REt(;, 13 C 1NFUT
	 NECULSI	 {Ok	 WilT
?J` .uT. ;(II
	 'CEUnE L E1, 1'. 0L'TF LT
	 FCC,. LE ST	 FCK	 JF.17
" F I LT, '(II:=SCUT ;
 h(!	 I I a .4'LS
	 I,.PUT	 FkCA1	 LN1T
ELT- 4 (I):=SCUT ;
 LE i, li o F	 .D CS	 CLTPUT
	 TO	 Lt.]TJ =" EL%`(1I;=SLL'TIF(.,13 C V 17 TRAITSFER TI FE




?+- ELT. 7I II;=SEL..U'(:,i3 a F E C U E57
	 LUEUCD
















































f U ^CI A' IL, 1'











SET (11„ TI MS OF Th IS INTEFIAL
a EET TNL TIME I;. THIS IN T L P V A L
a 4 CF TI M CS 0 Eh CCLNT UP,CATEC
a	 TF A1.5 SC HE  ULE D
i FOR ALL OPUS SU"
S TIME 1h SYSTLP' IDLE LCOr
G 7 V I t I  i L P VA 	 T I r E IA S  S T E" IDLE LOGO
FCA :,.,_+	 i SUM IOF ALL LCS LINES
J:=1+2
	 d. NOTE ONLY SI MC LE GCS P A C C E S S I C
IF SCC T ST CJ I=:	 o :AS LIKE ACTIVE THIS INTERVAL
VCZE:=VS:SISLCTTTCJ3-CGCS(II -u LIME ACTIVE TIME
OCCS(I I:=SLCTTTEJ3
	 s FE SCI IOTA 	 ACTIVE TI ML
ELSE
V C:S:-V': 35 + I F. TV TM	 u LINE ACTIVE TIME/1 I.TE FVAL
UGCS(I I 	 LC 5( I) 41 h' T V T M & TOTAL TIME LINE A 5 5 1 G NEC
E 1.01 F
VC?4: a VC:44SECTCCIJ3 u	 OUTPLT ChA HAD TEP	 COUNTS
J:=J+1 O	 ADVA ACE	 TO	 1hPUT	 SLOT
V.21:=VC2!+ 2.GCT(CIJ3 &	 INPUT	 CHAFACTE IA	 COUNTS
ENOFUF
VS. 21:=Vt23-LC?3 &	 GCS	 CHAP hC TE AS	 IN
V:2 4 :=VC24-G624 &	 GCS	 CHARAC,EFS	 OLT
VC75: . Vcz co i. &	 GCS	 LINE	 ACTIVE
	
71 YE
MUT IC S: = L ^a	 2ERO	 SUM	 OF	 hEMOFI	 TIME
fCA	 I,,:, 3' d	 SUP,	 LP	 ACC L'MULATED	 TIME	 FOR	 ALL
MLTI CS: = "UTI C5+ 5F JUT CM3 &	 SI2E	 IhTLFVALS
E NC FOF




	 EACH	 P AIN	 STCFAGE	 CATEGORY




J: = 1+1 v	 ALLOCATED	 MA 1  STOFAGE
:LACESF"TCGCI3 , SlMTCCrJ3 E	 GET
	
SOuO LE	 VUflG	 EA TF1	 AN1
PLS1,L T(1 ) : = (S.- i F P LC G( P) I/MU T1 C5	 VEhOAY	 F U A
	
CATEGORY
SCALE	 SFAYFGI 11 , SfAVF(,IJ3
1.CPF OG ff'I:-1I  CS U I.T(M II/f(S S: -Ef A'r Pu(I'I I/MUT I C S I
E I C F D A
V". - :-hSSULT('I • t4 CO..NED	 MEMCFI
V':1:=AES UL T(11.t4 a	 FES	 E%tC	 MEMORY
V ". 2: = PE SVLTI	 I.C4 c	 EYEC	 SEGS	 HEMOAY
-:L. L'L T(:). LC L	 CC P V. 0 EANY.S	 YEM CFY
V'J 4 ; = FE5 UL 1(4I • t4 L	 TIr
	
PEMOTI
Y l!`:-IS CL T(S 1 a	 A17
	 FFV.0 FY
=FS i UL 1(4) • L C a	 CEVA N0	 MLJ'OcY
:=AEE dL T(7I PTCh	 XEJSORY
Y": c ; = hCF -Gi Iii
=1.0PcGGICI




<.- FlF	 t.,. r'. 071-1
'. EILTCn
1:	 : = IL. C: A- P..4:)/(.+(Cm	 4=A[3-L'•-; 3))
4 . 4 y	 44;=
	 CC V P LTc	 AUr,=ER	 S•APF
C: 1 EIC/LF
V'04i=L J4 4 -E144	 AUMF cR	 OF	 SWAP'.






iI: = IL S LTM I L)ND 1 I I
-
EF'1(I))+:	 L	 EXEC	 '	 ACTIVE	 TIKE
F. 0 :: f 1): = IL CL I-11.004L 1 13-1'F^ - 11)1•?	 m	 EYeC
	 1	 ACTIVE	 TILE
F, 1E 11)1 = 1L SL1" L LF 7 I I J-2 F 16( I 11 0 2	 0	 RLAL	 TIME	 ACTIVE
4 1: P	 17111:=IL SLI-ELIJF,13-EP1711)) • -	 L	 I I F	 ACTIVE
414 P0t f I):=tL CL TM EL ILA, I I-EP1E(I)) + C	 m	 DEADLINE	 CATCH	 TI YE
4 15 P.15 t1):=(L CL T v ILLATC H, 13-PP19(I)I • :	 n	 LA TCh	 T1 NE
416 F„2C(I):=IL SL T m E L L EM, I I- EF•	 I'C(I)	 m	 CE FA NO	 TIME
417 P:22(I I :-(L S L T R ELS LP DLrI )-EP:2(I)1+:
	 FR OC E SECA
	
IDLE	 TIME
4iC PC2: I I): =1 L 5L TM ELIT, J3-E F2:11 ))+2 	 c	 EXEC	 3	 AC TI NE	 TIRE
415 Et-CFOs
4:^ FCF	 I, :I RILL-1	 6	 LOOP	 FUR	 ALL	 IOU	 5
4E 1 IL"L1(I):-FLCMR G[,,I J-FI UL1(1)
	
2	 RE LUEST	 THRU	 CHI
4 L? SCALE
	
EF.CMUCE:„ I3 I SECMWD 11r 13
4 :7 1000 2(1): = T 12-f56 - PIUC2(II II 1:0
	
c^	 Y	 1UC	 WD	 LLKS	 THRU	 CHA
4:4 16J:7(11:=SECH(O(T II J-El LJ 1 (1)	 -m	 RE CULS7
	 THRU	 CHI	 1
4: .` SCALE	 E LCMW'C[2 1
 I IISbCMWD(3113
4:6 TUO„411 I:=`12•(CL-P.l UO4( I1)11CC
	
c	 k	 S12	 WC	 ULKS	 THRU	 CHI,	 1
4.7 IU_C Sf 7):=CL CKIR CE?,I I-CI Ur. S(11





SCALE	 S E COP C[ r , . 3,SE C M.W C[5,13
IUiL6l11:=F 12+154-EIUo 6l 17111UC
	 :!	 Tt	 lUC	 WC	 ELKS	 THRU	 CHI
4!` ILO	 '(1): = SL•C141 OE!,13-El L,:7(1)
	
L	 RE LUEST	 THRU	 Chh	 3
4:; SC AL 
	 SLCt4L' C Car 13, SE Ch6C(7, 13
4,2 1U: ?:111:=512 • (SW-EI U •. P11))/ + ^	 0	 b	 512	 W'0	 ELKS	 ThRU	 CHI,	 3
4:3 IUJ:S'(1):=FuCMR&(4,13-CI Lu9(1)
	
L	 RECUES7	 THRU	 CHI	 4
4- 4 SCALE	 SECMWC[4, 13, SECMWD(9,1)
4?5 IUD:1C(J::=`12•(CW-ClUi^(1)1)1CC
	
a	 k	 5.12	 HD	 aLKS	 TH O U	 CHA	 4
4:E 1Li11(I I:=S ECDIR CI!, 1 )-EI L I I ( I I	 '	 A50hST	 THRU	 CHN	 5
- 4	 7
4.!
SCALE	 SECK W 0[1.',I" SECNW C('1113
1L:i .^(11:=F12•!C6-C4Ul2(1)1/1:C
	
E	 k	 1L)	 WD	 ELKS	 THRU	 CHI.
4_7 1U61'(II1=`. CCMR C(C, J I-F.I L1 1 lll	 6	 RC LUEST	 THRU	 CHN	 '_44g <C AL 	 S L C M W' C[1 2, I: 1 5 E C MW CELT , 13
401 I1,:14111 c 1: • (SY	 P1U 1411))/1:C	 R	 Y	 sLC	 VD	 ELKS.	 THRU	 CHA	 0
44? 1U:.'15(7):=S EC 149 L[)II J-FI L1C(1)
	
L	 RE 4UC5T	 THRU	 CHK	 7
44? SCALE
	 S L COVO(1411 J 1 5 E C "W tC	 'S 113







1 G I,., 1. US) IS-"
	 c	 I'OA	 ALL	 LKITS
VI.. 1l J I:=S cUR E 	 (E, 1 3-CU T•.1(:)	 E	 JNFUT	 RSGUEST	 FOR	 UNIT
4 - VT:0 :f J 1:=Fh U 
	 EL(1, 13-L'U 7.,'1 T)
	 d	 CU TPUT	 FEOUEST	 FOF	 UNIT
4.F VT -1 "f;):=CLLTR I(f, 13-Cu 7:'l1)
	 C	 AWLS	 IAFOT	 TROP	 NIT
4; UT;. 4f J):=SEL'T9 L 11, 13-PU T. 4 11)	 E	 R	 S1L	 WC	 e 	 CLTFUT	 TC	 UNIT
4;1 UTi.C(:':-t SCUT IM E",17-ct T" (I 1)-4
	 L	 UA TA	 TRANSFER	 TIKE
<=? UT.', Ff:::=LEE UE)T(',
 1J-El	 'L lI I) + :	 C	 EXISTENCE
	 TI VE
` 4:i UT ;t"(I:T=SLULUE C, ,13-RU i




4F4 UT',' f 11:=F L• UUS 4.., 1 ]-CU 7C'l11 	 O	 CUFULA77VE	 CUEUE












































" tT 1 V	 41 T 	 BUT THIS 111TEPVAL'S DATA
iC
FU "CT .AiI1
1F r, AL=,	 CPECA 1F F I F ST PASS
eC 1C. U: = I CAC	 THIE SEC 1104 CO' • FU1E5 THE ACTUAL
..0 1J C C: = 1 . 101'	 =	 NL'FO=P Of CAUS AND IOU$ IN THE






J;=IL;''(1)+1L J3(I)r Itj	 1)+IU,d'7(1)+IU,C t.9 f7 )^;
1 • L: 1 1 11)+: LL 1_f 1)+ IC^15(11
1F J1=,	
= JS T675 UNII 15 1N AC TI V 
FCTI OU:=ACT 10 U-1
	 F.	 SUE TRACT ONE FA CN THE CA UN 
E':CIF
c lit FCA
F LOCAL, SC41'EC1C(3 1 1N IVVO(IC47
	 LE S KCA It !F G 7, 1).TLEh(!D471;
10EPi !D52.ACLCAUC1C231ACT1OU[!CJ7rNLC[!G371NCLL1D27r;






F LCC A L I S C A T t L! C 6*1 1 1 h T%NO C 1 D 43 1 C I CC!CS];Y.U1 C! 0117 1 V, CSC! C 11], V 916 L! C 1171;
V:4:L!t117rV^Z4C!C 11lrVC25[!D^1]r Vu3GC!D117 1 V^31 C! C 11711102C 1 D 111
Olt : = CJ D+1
F LOC AL, SCATEC! r' I, I h I M o C!C47 1 C I CC!CE7 1 VC33 C! L113, VC3.0 1 C 117;;
V :75 1 it 11 7 1 VL361! 0113o 0.371 !0117 1 VO 4 41 !011 3
Olt: = O1D + i
P LO(ALr CCA T EC!DE],I NT WO C!043 1 010C! D 87 1 03E 0!0117 1 V L39 C! 011711
VC4:1L1D111,v141C!D117,1 ^42C1D113
FCR I1.r N CAU - 1
!F P::I(I)%0
	 S SKIP 111ACTIVE CAL
Olt :='_CC:Ui14(1.1Cr.C)
P LCCAL I SCATE[!047 1 1h'TVN CC !G 4), 010 C 1C[7 1 P^CI C I! C 117 1 P6 2C1!01171;
P, 1 t C 1! C 1171 FE..? El!01171 FU 1EC1! C 1) 71 P J14 11! t 111 I P C




FCR I I • I hIOU-+	 a LOCP FOP EACH IOL
J:=1
	
II 1341C'114 IU ;,; S t l)+ I U. r 7( J)+ IDOL 9(114,
IF J ) '	 c SKIP INACTIVE I C L
01D: =LZ
 L 1:': 14( I I I C 
P LOC..L I SLATE [!GEl11NTPNCC!C47rCTCC!Ct717U^[;1[I!C 11711U:CZCJ!C'17r;
IU:,`.CI!.1171'U.. 4[I!0 117 1 IU:.^:11!C113.lur,,,6C1!C1171;
IL.'7C1!i. 1 i 1, lU:. T L !!0117 1 lu:^SLI!LI 17
C1L:=011+i
P LCC + L,EL'TEL!45:,Ir TV+. C[ 1 L 4 7 1 LIC1!Ct7, I L:i 0(1!0 illy 1 U:11(1!0111,;
!1;L1:[1!C'17,1JC 1:(11C113 1 1 U^ 1 L1!C 11717U"15 [I !C 111r;IL;16(I!C117
L • .L IF
EtGoOA










OP ho ^•; ,,, , 1L1TY
•=1 °	 ,,.::=i.";';•+(111
^1C	
r•uocAL;SETT= 'It c.;11,TVA0(!["7^CICI C!"^uTL:IIl!et!7^UT;;cU lE117;i
U1' :[1!E 1 1 ); L TI",[1!011:; UT r.: S[1 !C117; uTc:c(i!t117^iUl r ,.711!C117; Ll'.%tl ID 117
E I•r Tinel	 :L
•i`'	 X11 r.0 T; 1"t=•
	 SET fUt.0 TI04 512E TO 1E RC





















: - 01T 10.,[, A T1 C1 I,A..::
	
C%Pi FA L' (DATA A E	 I 71 W. "OD U S	 FOPTRAN
C LCT1.	 L'•,1 TJ
	5 	 FuAF.SL:
	
TL CC  VEPI fAP NEDUC EC LATA Y, F1.ES uF FE AFORI'AuCE DATA
	
^	 C
	 FOP USE 21 THE AC 11A 1N LEF OF PMS,
'	 C	 l 1NV CC  TI Off
	 TNOC:	 i10T 1, V5 	 FN FRU
	
11	 fILi I PtCC RC FEFS RENC ES;
I  Li I,AIE	 LGS	 C.' TENTS
	i?	 C	 Fr+S, PARA V AC EF,	 I	 LFFIN IT) 3 ' LF PARAME TES: AND ,CE.VI C ES
	
i t	 L	 L S E 0
C	 FP5-OFERINPLT.
	
1	 FNS OFEFAT IF INP UT 
	
i°.	 C	 FJ 3- !CCU".f ILU.	 1	 I/O C ON F I:i L Rn T 10 INS
	17	 C	 PMC-PARC AT A FL.	 1	 PER FU RMAN': LATA FEDUC ED 01 PAR
	
13	 C	 FNS•SFMI SIC nY.	 0	 FESFO PMAN(L DATA Ou TPUT FILE
	
1 R	 E	 PM!- TRAC EA.	 0	 PPOGR AM EH LCUTION MESSAGES
C	 FI:S• 51 S C CNF IG. 	 0	 SYSTEM IW.. I G U 9.4 TI ON DATA
	
21	 L
INTER I'E CIATE VARIA ELES:
	
%T	 NA ME	 TYPF	 CE SCPIP I: L.N
C I N T
	 INT	 ROV COUNTER FL ASSAY 
	
c5	 C	 IIUN(DE	 IN1	 NU FEES OF ICE '1LES 11. PA AAFLANS.
	
d5	 FE PFUJ	 REAL/COMMON	 FE 	 NULT IPLIF. FACTOR
	
i^	 FILC DE	 INT	 NUFECR ^I CDh F ILES IN PA RAI-At EF.
CE VN+'E	 CHAP	 CE VICE 9A'E MUN IC FROM PARR MACEF.
	
i7	 C	 UNIT	 CHAF	 DEVICE UAIT IL FROM PAPAMACEF,
C	 NCDEL
	 CHAP	 MOCEL IC FROM 'ARAMADEF.
C	 CATTYP	 CHAF	 DATA TYPE FRC	 PARANADEF.
C	 FARMS	 INT/COMMON	 ON 	 C1"E PISI CI „L ARRAY OF 1S ELEMENTS
C	 CO ATAI NI NO CC 
	 FILE NU MuE AS FOP FAPAMETEFS
!4I	 DEVCEF	 CHAT/CJYFCA	 T. C DI P-'F:SICNi-L ARRAY CONTAINING DEVICE
NN FNCIN, IC, NC^LL NO., UNIT NC. AND DATA TYPE
	
°-	 CFOP ALL CEVIC .S 13, PA HAMACEI
	
.7	 C	 DE VIA 	 FEAL ICOM MCA
	
TUC CI M E AS ION ^ L DEVICE DATA ARtAY
	
.S	 C	 AU^DEV	 INT/CON"CN	 NU PEER OF CEL :COD SPEC IFIEC IN PAAAMADEF.
	
jS	 C	 CAYC F 'T	 INT	 NU FLIER Of 11(LES TO EE RE CUCEC IN ONE
C	 INVOCATI CN 01 hi.".FPL, REC CRG 5 OF MISCELLAN.
C	 FEFLA7	 CPAF	 RE FOFT DATE F.CP. CPEFINPUT.
C	 II.0 ATE	 FEAt	 DATES FE AD :R FNOF' OPERINPUT.
	A?	 C	 STCA TE	 INTST ART CATE IF ,,EPCRT
	
•.A	 (	 CDL A Ti	 INT	 ENC CATE OF RLPORI
	
%-"	 C	 CAYLCF	 iN7	 NA 11, LOOP COUNTEP FOF DAYS OF S1F TO cE
	
A C 	 CFE CuC C0
	
.7	 (	 IOC I I F	 III T/CON+'C1,	 10101. 110 U. RE COAC TYPL
	
•°	 C	 SA VL AT	 I'IT/CCIV'L1.
	
SA VEL CATE
C	 FA F• 11r	 :LT/CC>`'CY	 %E(OAC TYPE FFOP: FA nC A TA  L.
C	 iLr.0 ;7	 ,FT/CC.1""I.	 SlI LATA LLOCn BATE
	11	 C	 1',TVAL
	 illl/COMN, LN	 IN 71 F  AL RUNE ER IACM PARD/TAFL.




IN" /CJ +'i'CN	 FIE YT D A Y FOUNE 1ND ICA TOR
	:4	 C CLF1:A,	 .E AL IC " "r CN	 5L A P S E D T I " E RENO 190  FA 9  :TAFL.
	
!;	 C	 FA CC 'I r.	 ::FIT/CC PIG CN	 CAE CI"'L'I:IOF:AL ARRAY V'ITP A ELEYEN'TS
	

























4	 1CTf.E' :1,1/C^?	 Lh
C	 'ur(TL 11.71CCY"Ch
(	 CALL VL fhR: I CLM't f 
C	 TI`L CL IhT/C07•,"CN
C	 TI	 EM ;ri T/CC},+•CP
(	 S14ICL TEAL I(e"HOL
C	 FL)PEN JNT/CC,:M Ch
C	 EAC)Cr INT/CCh"Gh
C	 CC.'hF' ,%I/CON-Ch
C	 TIFr E I INT/COM'1 Ch
C	 FE LPEI, It: 1/CCh"Oh
C	 DE"A E i. INI/CC N.ch
CA 1 r SI • it. T/CO F.^'Oh
C	 SL F 	 NT I4T/CGMY CIN
C	 TIFPA. FEAL/C C!'Y. C 
C	 AT"F, ;G PEAL I C 0 M NC1,
C	 CPC PFr PEAL /C04 N 0 h
C	 CA I  RU REAL /CO"ROh
C	 BL[A TE INT/CON"Ch
C	 IC L FEAL/COM VON
C	 PAC] DL PEAL /CO"Y Oh
C	 HS TA 41 FEAL/COMMON
C
C
C	 ENOF IL (HAF ICO.'"NCh
C	 CPUC NT )NT/ COMM 01,
C C D E P.AA 19T/COMMGh
C	 CMC9 S  CHAR/COMMON
HA IN MEN CFI S I Z L
`u PL. rA G1 CPUS CO6FIGuFED IC c A DAY
L)E(U T IVE LEVEL FOP A DAY
NU PL EF L 	 CIS PS UT
CIF DATA ULUCK TURN-Oh II hE
ElF DATA &LCC. TURN-Off TINE
T IF TA AN EAC TI Ch COUNT
Ell ST Eh ICLE 7IML
AESI GE NT EX EC LTIVL ME MORI SIZE
EX E(VT IV 	 SEG PENT H E H OAY 51 ZE
C1IMNCN CANK 110091 SIZE
TI 	 fEMU R1 SIZE
PE IL TINE HEM CFI SIZE
CE KA h  NEMOPY SIZE
CA 1CH MC)GAI E I i E
S. AP CCU NT
T I F FROG SANE IN MEMORI
FE F L-TIME PRO CPAMS IN MEPCRY
DEAA1'D PFOGRAPS IN MEMORY
FA TCP PA CGFAM5 IN MEMORI
El  LATA ELOCK DATE
T 07AL FR CCESS CA ICLE TIME
PRCCSSSOF ICLE TINE
ONE CI FEHSIONAL ARRAY OF I ' Z
ELEMENTS HCLC IN(, DATA FOR SPIII STORY.
CF EAT I Ch
ENO OF PAFDATAFL. IND1CATCF
COUNT Of ACTIVE CPUS
HI CHEST PAAAMADEF. COO F  LS NO.
CE FANC RESFON EE TIME
C
C CEVELOPMENT HISTORY
C	 AU TH OF	 FEF ER EN C E S 	 DCSCRIPT10h
C	 A. AHGUA	 INITIAL CRAFT	 E/17/&4
C UNIT FLCI.
C------------------------------------------------------------------------
C ••• PA CC  SS A••• FEAC PARANAC:F FILE AND STCPE &ATA IN FAR O S UNTIL
E	 EOF I t
 ACACHEL
C
C RESETRO- COUNIEA FOR ARFAYS, CNT, TO ZERO
C RESET CDzMAY TC ZERO
1'1171 1 L] 1L ALL ELEF.ENTE CFPAFMS ARRAY TO ZEROS
C INITI A LIZE ALL ELENENTE CF CEVD E 	 AFR AY TO BLA h'KS,
1'.1TI A :Iic ALL ELEP,ENTS CF CEVD AT APR AI TO ZCRCS
L GFE r. FAAA"ACEf ,
C	 EAC T.0 F1 ELL: CF FIR S7 F L C OFD INTO NUNCCL, FEPFUJ
W. %: ALL CF THE :ATA TYPE.' EELOL' M AY NCT OC U <.2C IN ANY
FAn':C^.^ c C C;F1 U R A T]Lt. OF PAA AN.AC Ef.II
C C r L'n TI 	 ECF C 	 F1. AMALEi
c A o IIIF F:ELCE OF FIFE E t,T FECCFD 0 PAR,HADEF INTO FILCCC,
C	 DE'r"1Ei U'.: T, ACCEL T CATTYP
C	 !(UC. 7EST CATA TT FS 1 O F FA RA- ET -.- 	 I Th FI,:LNL FILE 400)
L	 IF L A I TIF I: "TIF.L" IFT I 	 ^CAX LC, AL r AIG JCE5 IN NSY.UAY II
L	 Th.'S FAF"S(tI = F I L C C L
C	 ChCIF
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ThF'. PAF "Sf :) = FIL CCL
Et.C!F
IF v%T T I F I' "F nT.1. 	 IL: I TCH .^nf LOA vt AVG J:?5 1' NE4'091))
'"En HAP "S(:) C I:L C C L
".CI F
]F LA TTI r 1; " r LL.L' 1(AEAL TJPE .CFK LCAL I AvG JCC: IN PE"GF1)I
T it G, hA. „ Cf 41 " FIL CCL
E i%C: F
IF :ATT)" IC "YIr""T' 1(71F HESFCNSC TJ^'L))
TFtE;, iAF°S(;) n FIL CCL.
ELD:F
It LA III r IC "C IiCA T- IILE"AhC AE O F CH SE I114E ))
Tit FL hAA"5(c) v FIL CCc
E :,,. F
11 LA IT) P 1: "CPVuL • 1(LFU UTILIZA TIC N))
Th EN FAA t'Sf i) o FIL C C L
E aCIF
IF CA T TYr IE "''E 'A UL' I ( h EP OR 	 UTIL IZATICN))
Th r 1, FAH"5!E) = FIL C C L
E NOII
IF LA TTY P IE "S I.FFT - 1(SRAr FAT E))
Tit Eh FAA P5f 5) c FIL L C L
EN'CI f
if DA TTYP I 
	 "CI OUL • 1(1/0 CFANNEL UTILIZATION))
Tit Ef 
FAA 
"S('C) a F  LC CE
E NCI F
I(CHCCK TC SEE IF CA TA TYPE AEPPESENTEL A CE VICE.	 IF SO,
ThEh FLACL READ RE (CRC S INTO THE LE VICE ARRAY II
II CA TTIP 4A5 C1SK LT ILI ZATI CN I "OSKUL"1 uR FEP VORK LOADI
"FL Pt L'• 1 CF DTV .O A  LOAD, 'DTVVL" 1 OF OTHEF DEVICE .OkK
L"AD SF "DEVHL"
T hEN
I NC RE"EHT CNT BY ONE
SET D£VC LF(Ch T 1 1I TC CEVM IE
SET CEVC EF(CN 7 1 21 TO MODE 
SET CEVC EF(CI, T 1 1 1 TO UNIT
BET CE VC EF(CN T 1 41 TO CATT IP
SET C£VLFT(CNT 1 5) TO FILCCE
EI.CIF
I  LCLFI LE 1.0, 1S G 	 1, AA11'UM FILE HU"L• EH THUS FAR
THEN SET C BE-FIL E NO . AS THE WOEST FILE NUMF.ER READ FROF PARAMACEF
E NC: F
ENCCG
LET AUNSER OF CEVI CE5 1 hl"L EV I TO CN'7
EL05E FAF A PAD Ef•
. •• END PROCESS 1•••
.. • rVL E55 '	 ••	 nEAC RECu L CS CF ''1BCELLAI.. FILE
CrE'. "I ZCELLAI.,
(( I LC ^F.L : ^f THIB f  LC CCNT AI AS 7 H NUPE ER OF LA IS Of CAI All
FE " C -iccRL	 CF "1 CLE-L11., INT( CAYCNT
E LtCSC nl <_Cc LL A'.
)F CA IC HT EC
71 • E I.



































C fta',t.) r Ij'^(CE,fEF ruJ
°- 4L 11 '''I: •, E F R = 'ri., E1, 
-49;1 F I LC C L, C C Vi%C I U6) T,"OCE L, C A T T YP
lr (CR iT Y f. ES ,' F I :+L') FAF 
= 5 ft) = FILCDL
Ir (Cr YT Yf.Er.'L°Lr L') PAR =S ft) = rIL(Cc
1i ( D A T T Tf . EC ,':A 1. L') PAR=S(:) z FILCDL
1F f D A T T 1 A. E C.' k E LV L' 1 PAR AS I4) = FILCCL
)f ( C A T T 1 f. c C.' T I F F T') P A F FS(5) z F I L CCo
IF ( DA
'TYF.EC.'OKCAT') PARFS(L) = FILCDL
It (CA TT Y I.:C ,'CP LLL') rIN 0 5(7) = FIL CCa
IF (DA *T1f.E0,'NEMLL' 7 FAA FS(
 c) = FILCDL
If (CA TT I F, EC.' S a F F T') PAF F5 ( 9J = F I L COL
1F (C A iiI F . EC.,' C 1 C L L') PRA r 5(1") = II LCD:
If t(C AT T IA.Ea.'C SKLL - I. OR.( C A T T Y P., E O,' F E P V L'), v"c
L	 CA M r
. 6 6 , C T V. L' J, Oh.(CATTYP.c C.' LE 1RL')) THE..
CAT = (NT + 1
(,E%DE F(Ch T, 1) = CEV Ni,F
LEVAEF (Ch T,2) = NOCEL
CEVDEf(Cr T, 31 = LN 1T
CC VD- F(CUT, 4) = CATTYP
D VCa T(CN T,E) _ f1LCCE
FN71F
if (FI LCLL.EC.21,) Tf•EN
" FJ TE f1:,+)' PD F2 HAS SPEC1f ICATION.:'
6RITE(i:,+J CEV t  Tf CNT, 1 I, CE VD A T( C N 112 , D EV C A T(6	 CE VDA I(CN T, A J
F NOIF
If ( F I L C CL,GT. CCO M RYI CDEMRX it
 F I L C LE
II tTENP.i,E.1)0CDG) Gu TO 30
4;,	 •:L'"CEV = CN1




••• FFeCESS :A• • a	 FOAL RECORDS OF •'1 SCELLAN. FILE
()?Eh (Iht,EAn=93:, FJLC = 'NI SCELLAN.')
;,At (Ih1, 4 1 CAT ChT
CLOSE (11,1,EFR=93:1
e	 ^^
" nl i.( ^,•) ^,LMOER CF CYCLES TO FE HE CUCEC THIS LCOF; ', CAYCNT
If (CA ICN1.E0.;) CC TO CES
.aaC hL FR CCE SE 2A•..
	
••• PFCCESS :F •a•	 RE A C EAT FS FFOP OF ER INP LT - FILE
Cr E I, (lh 1, EAF = 9V-, RILE = 'OP ER INPU T.')
AL AC IIh 1, C.) CEO CAI
r;; 4C IIh t, T.) IY,C ATc
:TC,TE = 1 F 1 Yl:h'C A T E • 1C: +
a c AC (IN 1, 7
.1 ",C AT L.




'c E F 6 A) E: ',FEPFAI,', STAFI SATE: -,STUATE
'.:P I TS









































5	 ••• r r „CLSS .'••	 FECV CE rn TA I A C' IL CC r
 II LL'. At'. PA hr nT AF L,
OrE1. I1'.1,CrF=1.:,I ILL a 'FAPCi7AtL.'I
CPEi. 1I :,EAPar;!,IILE-'10(OKfICL.'I
r I
 EN I I N:r En gQ , L', I ILL 2 ' C P F I! T OF I.')
n I T E('., ')' r h!' f F L: (FE NfC FILE.', PEALY TL hE,VCE ',CAIChT
'dh 1 IF '., ')'C 1CLE: LI ',.TA
	
F;	 Fc GC (lo^ I ,., C A R ; '16 ,L A C -V C7: 10 CTYF
:f 11  CT II.h I. I 	 CC T. ;
C. 14!. CA ILOF=1r DFIINT
CALLCFMFFI
S FI 1E(S',+)'10 C C1, F1 GU. II LE P F OCES SEL 5VCCE SSI LLLY 1h CPN FA 1`
),RI TE I'^, • 1'10F CLOCK ', CAILO F,'.'
SAVCAT = "
If (C A ILOF, EQ. ;) Tn Ch
	
'1C	 FE AL (Ill T, l 2.r trA ; 4 97 C I ENC a 9771 CLKDAT,INTOAL, PARTYF,SUETIP
If (PAR TIP, 1.E.'II CO TO 11C
ENC IF
SAVCAT a ELKCAT
NE K T. I a'N'
E hO F I L a'N'
	
13"	 CALL CFMFF2
If (I ELPTJK.EO.C:.OP.(G LKrAT,LT.STCATE).OR.(CLKCAT.GT .ECCATC)
t	 . C,. I CLKCAT.GT . ISAVDAT 41111 THEN
LRI1E (or-) 'C FMFRU • PAR FILE hOT 1N PROPER SEQUENCE OR






IF (IhEY7VI.EG.'h'),ANL.IENOFIL•EQ,'N'I1 GO TO 1:P






CFEh ('Sr LAh a 9 1 5,IILE a ' S IS CON$ IG .')
I;h I T E l 14, 125) TOTMEP
6h I 7  ('G, 1261 NUM CFL
6R1 TE( Ill, , 127) CAL EVL
WA: TE114r 126) CSK CAT
i:A I IS 
	 •)'Dh"FRL '.FITE T 	 f  SC ON FIG:.'
L h I. TE('L,•)'TOTMEf: ',TOTME 0 ,'r NUA'CV L% ',NUMCPU
6 h I TE(1L, • )'FI.LEVEL: ',EYLEVL,', DCKChT: ',CSACNT,','
CLCSE 1 14,EAR=997)
CLOSE (IS I,EFRa92 '.I
CLOSE (I1,C,EQAa95:1
C _C Si (1 I.:, LFR=99,1




.;	 FC:cFTf'•••Ch''frl L F A Ch A', F;)
	
^EaS	 1•n1TE(6	 1 'E95'
'•'h1 I'(5, • :'W 6XPE CT EC IE r M Ih F11CN OF FA AA P!A CE I.'
:^ TO ^iS ii




0 ;,:p L 4',^04
:1?
-hl TE	 I 'yt;
1J ^9,i7
	
G ' •	 n1TC (:,•)
	 FAILLRt TC G E
 






.611E f:,	 . . I 'i3.'
4 .	 Ga TO t 9 iy9
	
7 :E	 whl TE f411..I
	
4.1	 Go 10 ^i4y9
	
41'	 C: TO 0710
	
412	 :4E	 w k I TE (£, S'.) '94
	
417	 G4 TO 19;;1
	
414	 ^•::	 6AJTE fo,;:C1 ';5,'
rW	 415	 G  TO ^•91SS
	
416	 755RITE ft, y 7C) '95;'
	
417	 00 TO r;SSS
	
41 P 	9::	 4FIIE (O,S;C) 0 74 C'
	
411	 G, TO 099S9
	
4c,	 165	 UNITE (t,S:L) 196r1
	
4:1	 L'R I I 
	 (6,.) 'FAIL LSE TO PE IC IOC ONF IGL. FILE'
	4E2
	 GL 10 79959
	
G :?	 7t7	 FA17E (£,5:{) '957'
	
4iG	 Vh I TE ( E, , ) 'UNEXPECTED TERMINATION OF JOCONFJGU, FILE'
	
4 : .`	 GO TO 199yS
	
•:=	 97:	 uhITE (6, y CC) '97 C'
	
G :'	 WRITE f£, r) ' FAIL LAE TO FE PC PAR CATAF L. FILE'
	
G 2:	 GO 10 99959
	
4i t
	972	 WRI TE f t, S0:) '972'
	4?'	 :'RITE (t,.) 'PARJATFFL. DOE S ACT EXIST.'
	
421	 GO TO 99919
	




454	 SC:	 I:FI TE
E 
 (£,S:r) '92 C'
	4_5
	 GO 10 P9959
	




	 95:	 `hI TE ft, y ::) '99,'
	4:9	 GC TO 99751
	
44'	 7;!	 4n1 TEI 60t:)
	
441
	 VF I TCI'., •
 J'C P 9. FR2: LNEXPECIEC TERMINATION CF PARCATAFL.'
	442
	 GO TO 19959
	
44'	 i95	 WhI TE (61 y 't) '99
	444	 C„ TO 19CS9
	
445	 WRl TE (:, 5%) ';97'
.V 10 ^YS LA
	
44'	 PFIF.T • ,'LF ?,'F nll i1h ]C NCL - AO CA T4 FE CUCEC TP IC LCOF'
	
^i1	 :,, l;,1 .............,•, UCC LS: FUL EY EC UTI Ch OF CP:,F AV....r.••'...'
	




C A TC 771y
	
:?	 ,9	 CALL f 9 TC (4,- 1
	
G ::	








. 6 1 SLUVVUII+,E
	
CA I I F 1	 (C4fA	 F4000IIOh	 PCtULE
	 -	
10A T hA1,	 RECUCTICh	 1)
44^ C
4!T l FURFCS:i
	 TC	 FRVC4ES	 ICCCnf1CU,




C A.I	 TO	 EUILC	 PART	 OF
463 1 THE
	 CEVC A T	 ARRA1,
44! C
4:' V TI VN	 "L TI OC:
	
CALL	 PI,S, OR lFR1
4t' C
4cl C 1ILE/ RCCCPC	 REI ERSNCESi
47 + C FILE	 .A"E
	 USE	 CEE CRIPT I ON
471 C F ME•1u CCti f l G 1,	 I	 1/0	 COLT IGURAT I O N	 IILE
47; C
4.3 C LOCAL	 ^aRIAFLEC:
474 C NA HE	 TT FE
	 DESCFIP71 CN
47`. C IC1P	 141	 UNJ7	 NUPI- ER	 c 	 IUCOt:FICU.
476 1 ICh"EM	 CHAR	 CEV ICE	 M*EMOh1C	 FROM	 1000NFIBU.
47 7 C 1CUN1I	 CIF AR	 I/O	 UNIT	 NUMBER






477 1CSTAT	 I N I	 OF	 OR	 DOUN	 STATUS	 OF	 THE	 DE VS CE_
















	 OF	 ICCCNFI CU. I	 hAVINO	 IOCTYP	 OF	 10 )
447 C CC	 Uh TIL	 16CI iF =SC
	
OR	 W	 ((NOR PAL	 EA ITS)),	 OR	 ERROR	 ChDITI Ch
48P C REAL	 IOC I)F	 FRPM,	 1000NTICU.	 WORM AT 
	 (1:x,12)	 I 
4E1 C 1F	 IOCT1F	 -	 CS
4 C 7HEh
411 ( 	 AC	 RECORC	 FFOM	 BUFFER.	 TH1S	 CAN	 CE	 GONE	 El	 READING	 FROM
412 i UNIT	 hLI'LER	 ZERC))
41: C READ	 FIELCC	 OF	 CLFRENT	 RE COFD	 OF	 IOC ONFI GU.	 INTO	 1 CID ,	 1GP•h EM,
4L4 C 1LUt.I T,	 IC"ODL,	 AhC	 ICST AT	 fI FORMAT	 (17x,	 I?,	 19X,	 A3,	 2A,
	
A1,'
415 C A6,	 3?,	 Ii)	 ))
416 C CET	 CEVI CE.	 FOUND	 IACICAIOR,	 CEV Fh0,	 10	 "h"





415 C ((l1A 1C11	 THE	 111111	 IN	 1/101111 U.	 WITH	 IH,	 DEVICE	 11,	 THE
459 C CEV CEF	 ARR a
 I.	 .HEN	 A	 ,'ATCh
	
IS	 FOUN4,	 SAVE	 THE	 UP/DOkh	 STATUS
,.I C ANC	 SET	 THE	 NE)1	 UNU SEC	 CEVCAT	 ELLMCNT	 TO	 TAE	 UNIT	 NUhFER
5.1 C FE AL
	 FRO"	 ICCC V F!GU. 1)
5 " C IF	 (C EVCEf(CN T,l1





C A"C	 (CCVCEI(Ch 1,3)	 c	 JOL4:ITI
Ti- F •,
.°	 5 C 4 CT	 L r /Cu'.'h	 CC LE	 11,	 CEVCA T(Ct.T, 6)
	 1C	 IOS TAT
5^! :I	 CEVfi. 




5	 ° 1F	 CE V'1 C1	 " LN FEF	 11,	 0 F V CA'T(C h T ,,)
	
HAS	 NOT	 VET	 SEEN	 SET,
511 LL
"' 31^. Th Ch	 ".ET	 CEV(AI(C AT ,11	 TO	 1010
l V C ELCE







11' Th F1.	 SST	 LEY CAT(Eh I	 TO
	 1C1.
11L tLCE
;11 C II	 C1.1CAT(CNT	 IS)




1S" C 11	 LEV CA T ( Ch' 1 4)	 •	 .
51= I 	 El	 aIT	 CIV CATI ChTf L 1	 70	 lot
5.' C SLSi
5c f 7f	 CLVD IT (C11T 11?1
:'? C Tw.	 SET	 CEVC AT(CN 111?)
	 TO	 101L
E ELSE
5.L ( 11	 CEVCAI(C1,1 1 14)	 •	 ;
1:1 C IHC.N	 SET	 LEV CAT M,T I 1 4)	 TO	 1010
5 G ELSE
IF	 CEV^AT(CN 71111
5:'. C TFEL	 SE 	 CEV CAI((NT 1 15)	 iC	 101L
5.') ( ELSI	 SETCkVLA TICNT f 161	 TC	 101C
!>1 1S" ( IALII	 l(FCA	 AL7EPWE	 A'6))













Ef. C  F • I(F OA	 ALTERNA 7E	 92 ))
5:5 C ENCIF((ICR	 ALTSRIATE	 01))
516 ( E1. C)I	 (IFOh	 CEV 1tE	 NUNS Eh ))
517 C ENCIF
1.E C Eh'000
5 • ' C CLCTF
54) C EhCC0




144 C_.__ ••_____••__.____..,___.•__•___-- """ " "" " " " " " " """"" ""
545 ELOAOUTINE LR11TR1
541
5+' ••LLCAL	 tECLARATION S•A
541 INTEGE4 101 L 1 10 STAT1CNT110CTYP
147 Ch AFAC TEA IOM I. Ell, • _ 1 10UN17 . 117 CMO CL • 6 f CEVFf10.1
517 C ••GLEE AL	 OICLACAT10hS••
551 I1. T 4 6E 0 SAVLAT I PARTYP I EL MCAT f l NT V AL ! C PUC N 7 I P POC HY(41, TCTM EP
S52 ]h TEGE a T1" EON I TIN 501 1 T1FC NT I R E Y M E M f E A C NE M I C OM" E M I TI PM EM I R E L M EM
55) h. TEGEF N UV L E V I C I P ME Y I VATXEM I 5L'PCh7 ! 0LDA7C,F`AAf' S(1°.),t C4rAX
554 11.TEGE4 N L'V CP J I LSKC1.7 1 IN 1 1N1 1 1 h:11'1:
555 COAL FEPFUJ I ELFTIY I SY S1CL f I]PPKC.D,VLAT(V9110
155 REAL RTVPA G I L YCPR C! CA 7FPCI PROICL I HSTAAV W2)
55' CHAAACT.; DEVLEF(99 1 41 • ;, 1NFMTCY•IvIXLIVL•121ENDFIL•'I
55^ C:Y°Oh FCPFUJIFAFYSICEVCEf1CEVDAT1hUMDEVISAVCA7ICPUCT.T,EfICFIL
5:9 CLP%'Oh PAO IYF I ELACAT 1 1N 1V AL	 t. EA TCY ! EL P TIhfF`RCC hM 1 TOTMEM f CSA CNT
56' C4 V .`.ON Nu"CP L f LA LEV L I TI PECh 1 I I P EOF I TIPCN 1 1 5 TS IC L f RE YM EM I EA CYEY
Sc ! C."VCR COPMEft 1 T IF V EP 1 LE lYEM 1 C EM V k N 1 e ATP EM I SVPC hT,TIFPR4IRTMFRG




'1:	 Fc••,4 T11: Y1f^7
5c5 I VA) 'TI17)f1:117%1A:1- Y1A11A615A1I11
5 ,.7
5LE I 	 IfF




OF POOR QUAL TY,
I
S'^ IC',*,1s=.:ECVDFT




	 'I",E nv c E:E, Eat = 2 4 ")	 1 WI P
S IF	 IIC C T I,, LC .CS1	 7  Eli
S,1 "EA	 I, I L?;1	 ICIL I I CM I. E P, I C UN I t ! 1 C h0LL110STAT
CEVr,it	 =	 I.
' v-0	 :	 CAT=1,H LYtEv
E.L 11	 ( ILE LCcf I V. T, 17r E C, 1C"h CA 	 .A h D. I C E VC E F( C h T,.), C C,
5:5 L iCK0 DL I, AN C, I C E V D E F It NT,'. ), EL. IOUN I T I)	 THEh
ScE LE VC A T(C ht I 	 )	 •	 IOSTAT
5 tEVFhC
5.° IF	 ('f*D07 (CST ,I). EQ. C.C)	 T H L N
S:S CEV CA 7 ICST, 1)	 c	 1OlC
SS" (L 5E
551 IF	 ( D E V CAT( CNT 1 2). E4 .S.01	 THEN
S92 DEV9AT(CNT,2)	 =	 IOlt
557 ELSE
554 )F	 WV CAN Chi ,,*),EO,C„)	 T 	 H7
55 C CEVC A?U PT ,]J	 =	 1 01 C
555 ELSE
$5' If	 ( CEVD AT I C NT , 4). E C.L.L)	 THEN
55? LEVCA71CNT,4)	 1011)
549 ELSE
E.^. If	 (DEV CAT( CST ,1:).E6..,v)	 THE 1,
E.1 CEVDAT(C NT, 1?)	 =	 1CID
6.2 ELSE
' E:', IF	 ( DEVO F T( CN 1, 14 ), EO. C. C) 	 THEN
6.G DE1,DA7(CAT,14)	 a	 IOTC
t.E CL SE




E:0 CE VCAT(CN7,1E)	 =	 ICIC
W ENCIF







Ei' iI 	 lCcVf!.t. EC .'1.')	 GC	 i0
:.1 lF	 II C CT1f. I. E.',)	 CC	 TC
S E`' T4' ci TbFh














t:i "I t? F .','T 1 F E	 Ch1 r c .	 ICnTA	 :EUL'C71 C4	 MOe LLE	 fUF 7A All	 P LC LC TI Of,	 %)
C
:•: C rL AFC'.:	 TC	 P h r C ECS	 FAF„ATAF L.	 TH 15	 V	 CU..E	 FtA LS	 ALL	 THE	 ILF0M.A7ICh
'.' ICF	 uhA	 uL CCF	 OF	 CA 7A	 II-	 M I h U TE	 PE P 10CI	 INTC	 THE	 LEVCAT
t:E ARFAI	 AND	 EETC	 C7 PEP	 VAAI ABLCS	 IN	 FFEPA Fn T ICK	 FOR	 THE 
C C P FLT AT 10 h5	 VhICH	 V1 LL	 FCLLCV.
!"" C 1%000ATI Lh	 M E TPCC:	 CALL	 Fr,S. CA PF FL
E_T










. L^CAL	 VAhl i+SELEE:
f<S C l.A1CTT FE	 DES CRIP TI Ch
6 4 C C L C 11.1	 lhT	 OLD	 INTERVAL	 hUM6 EA	 I A C M	 FAACAIAf L.
641 C SCE%Uh	 INT	 DEVICE	 UNIT NUMB EP




6 1  i C SD AI TM	 j E 4 L	 DATA	 TRANSFEF	 TIME
t.1 C SE)T IP,	 PEAL	 EUI STENCL	 TIME
EE? C CAE'UC	 114T	 AUM EEP	 0)	 k EAU ESTS	 QUEUED
EE? C 5C LP S1	 INT '	 CUMULATI%E	 QUEUC	 SIZE
fa C
6fE C W.11	 FLCA
EEEC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - .	 --------------------------------	
- - -
EC T C
Ei5 C Jh1 TALI lE	 PFC]CL	 TO
659 C SET	 OLD IhT	 =	 IhTVAL





TCTA6	 AEC UE S 75	 CUT,
	
LYICT ENCE	 TIME.	 AND	 CATA	 TRANSFEF	 TIME 	 COLUMNS
7-1?11
60 C CC	 fOF	 ChT= *	TC	 NL'ROEA	 C.f	 DEVICES:	 NU PCEV
Ct4 C CC	 FOR	 COL-7	 TC	 1i





6t: C CLEAR	 ALL	 FCUA	 ELEMENT'	 CF	 Ph CC FM	 APR AY
60 It ITIA61 lE	 CPUCNT.	 CLEPENT	 COUINTEF	 OF	 PFOC h)! 1 	TO	 S
0" C ((4hEh	 IHTVAL	 SIC EECS	 CLDIhT I 	A	 CL^.CK	 HAS	 BEEN	 COMPLETED))




IS	 FC	 1C	 OLDINT
E72 C I(CHECh	 TC	 SEE	 IF	 FAFCATAFL.	 HEAD EA	 1S	 BLIND	 LUCKEL	 AT))
67 1 C If	 hECOFC	 7IPE:	 PAR 71F.	 ED	 O1
674 C ((hE-P.E AL	 IFO V	E'UF F EF	 PAR A METERS	 FA OP	 FAFCATAFL.	 HEACEF))
® 675 C Th H.	 AEAC	 F:FLA TAFL.	 ACnIN	 ,",I	 INTO 	 TO 	 M:	 NL"CPU.	 E)LEVL





67 1 C ELClf
E7° C IF	 (FAFT IF	 -	 "1	 A1.0	 ('U-t 1 F	 -	 'I
E7 A C I(nE-AS AC	 RFC°	 L'UF IEF	 .1 TM	 AN	 APP FOPFI ATE	 FCA)'AT	 '.HICh	 TAYES	 'S	 70
fA' C THE	 CE EI FFD	 rA r A"ET EF	 OF	 AECCAD.	 THE	 FuLL04uC	 FINE	 IF	 STATEMENTS
E0 C A,C	 ALSO	 EThL'C7u % EC	 UhCh	 TFI!	 EA:1S))
6.2 THFh	 READ	 FAPDAT/FL.	 :Call..	 IN T O:	 71 P EC h.	 TI"'EOF	 ((FLPMAC	 (I ; X.	 111.








`.	 C	 If IPA AT I 	 = e) tNC	 ISUUT IF = ;)
C	 in EN .EAT IlA 	 Tt FL. %GA It,, 1', T G: EL P TJtr T I r C N 7	 SYSJCLr P E%V EPIr
C	 cY("t"	 CII  F" p, 	 C:'>r 111. L1 1%r 1'ir 1d 1 F11.4 1 47Ar	 li'1
C	 E t. I r
:','	 C	 JF {F( : IYP	 :) A.,C	 l5 UP T Tr = •)
t)1	 C	 Tnfn hE AC A$ CA TAIL. AGA II,r IN T O: (O M t EF 1 TIPME Mr PE LhEM 1 OEMFIth'.
E;:	 C	 LI I P O4 1 S.I`CNT	 II FDA V AT (2111 1111 1% 1 I11 r I r 1111 1% 1 111) ))
'r"	 C	 E1411
ESL	 (	 IF (PA;T y  = ;.I Al, C MaT IF = L)
d,5
	 C	 In F 1. FE AC fAPDA TAfL. /CA 11 11 INTO 	 TIPPR Cr PT M F Gr CPC FPG. EATPAGr
E1E	 C	 ^F CAST
I(FCA V A T (:S% 1 	 f i.=r tr. f11.
	
1%'r	 111.:1 1%r	 Ftt.E i 1X1 F11.2)))
:,'	 (	 fnGlr
tY9	 C	 11 FAFTIF = 3
?.	 C	 ThCh
7:.1
	 C	 IRCPE Y EN 	 CPUCNT E1 1
7 1.3	 .	 (IFCLLCtING P2AL CONE V1 TH FON MAY (IEr 11 A, 13 1 ES% 1 F11.4) ))
7C3	 h  AC PAF CATA IL. AGAIN 
	
INTO: GL CATEr PkOC HM( C PLC AT)r IDLE
1	 7,,4	 C	 (CUFDA TE P A OCES SOR 1OLE T1PE)77L5	 C	 PKLICL = PhOICL 4 ICLE7CE	 C	 ENO)F
7.7	 C
	
IF PAkT)P = 5	 {(A CE110E)1
7:'
	 C	 THFN
7„^	 C	 ((FOLLCLTHC AEAC CONE RI 7H FOh MAT (17%1 131 1% 1 111 1 1% 1 1111
71'	 C	 25%1 F11.4r 1%r Fll.A 1
 1%r ]11 1 1 %r I11) )7
711	 C	 READ FAACATAFL. ACAINr INTO 	 SC VEUNr SINFL^r SOTAEI j SC ATTMI
7 1?	 C	 SENT IM= SFEOUD, S (UPS I
7i 	 C	 ((CHECK TO FIND .0 CV  CE U 	 NUMEEFr SCVEUI.	 IN DEVDAT C'V1CL
714	 C	 K'UMEEA Of THE 7 ALIERN'ALIVE DEVICE NUME:hSII
715	 C	 CC FCN (NT=1 TO hL°EER OF DEVICES= hUMC EV
71t
	 C	 I  C CE VCJ.T( C h T. 1) = SCEVUN)
717
	 C	 CA (CEVD; T r rhT 1 2) - SCEVUN)
71.E	 C	 CA CCEVGAT(ENT r 3) a SGEV UN)
71"	 C	 CA (CEU AT(ChT 1 4) = SDEVUNI
72'	 C	 OR CDEVLAT( CST 1 1!) = SCEVUN)
741	 C	 0; (CEVCAT((FITr 14) = SCEVUN)
C	 0; (DEVCATC (NI r 1F1 = SCEVUN)
7C3	 CA ( C E V C A T( CNI. 1d) = SCEVUN)
724	 THEN
725	 UfCATE TOTAL AEGUE STE It, r CEV :AT (C NT, 7) C  ADDING
7:d	 C	 'INPEO TC IT
7,'	 (	 UFCATE TO IAL SEGUE STS OU Tr CE%DAT(C NT r E1 CI AD CI NO
7:P	 50TFGC TO IT
'.S	 LFCAT2 CUPLLATIVE CUEUE E17L1 CLVCAT(CNTI5)1 EY ACC114G
7!'	 C	 ECUVSI TO 1T
7!1	 (	 LFCATE 50. CF PEOU ESTS GLEUECr LEbCAT(CNTr 10, EY ACCIKG
7:2	 :AL('UD TC IT
7:'	 (	 LFCATE E%ISI	 CE T1PSr C EVCATI(6T111)r CY ADDING
73 4	Ct;;TAP T( IT
	
'	 7:5	 UF:ATE CA TA TF. A.,SF EA TIY. E 1 CE%CAT(CnTr W.) L  ACDIF.0
736	 EDA T It' T.. )T
7 '	 E':CI I
17	 GC C
7:^	 C	 E';L if





O . 06 QUAL 1
1
'.i v ((F4AntT	 I14,	 1A,	 IA ,	 ix 	 12 1 	: X ,	 I'I	 11
7. 7 Il 1i	 nE	 C&I	 T O	 ANC Td ER	 HEA LEF	 Y.	 PAFCATn FL. I 	ENE	 CAT	 OF	 CATA	 MPS
7. 7 C _ctrl	 - ACCCaSI'I)
744 !t	 El.0	 CF	 1AA n ATAFLII
	
SEY	 Cf. C 
	
IL	 FLAG	 TC	 "Y"	 AND	 EXIT	 (RETUhN)7'l Ir	 F,,k7 v 	 A	 1
7.5 , TF:'.	 SET	 N 	 TCI	 I;	 •111








- - - - - - - - - -
-- - - - '
	
- - - - - - - -  --	 - 	 -
71.
75»
t - - - - - -	
---F-----	 °
- C - O U T I LL
C
7 36 t ••LOCAL	 DE C L A AA TI UN S••
7;' 11,TEGEF	 C L C IN T I SO L 16N I S I NA EO I S OT F ED I S 9 E aUC I SC U F'S 2 1 C I:TICOLISUETYF
':' P L AL	 S-CATTti, SE )TIMr70LE
71 0 C ••GLOBAL	 DECLARATIOhS••
7e^ II. TEGE4	 SAVOAT I FAFTYP,EL)DAT I I NT V AL , C PUC NI I PROC NM( L 1 I T OTM EN
7L 1 IU T E G E R	 TIM E01.,71HEOF I II FCNT rR E X M.EM , E AC MC M I C OMM L M, TI PM EM I R E L F^ E"
70 INTEGER	 V  GE V 	 EP ME F. 	 EA IMEM I S 4PCNT,OLDATE, FARM S(151 1 C CCM AX
7C 7 INTEGER	 N U M CPU, C SX: N T, I N , Ihl, I N 2, 1N3
764 REAL	 FEPFUJ I ELFTIM,SY SICL,T IPPFG, DtV0AT(99,16)
7c5 RLAL	 dTA'PRG,Cf' CPR 61EAIPRG,PROICLAIISTAFT(102)
766 ChAkACTEF	 DEVCEF(99 1 41-6 INFXTDY>11EXLEVL•12ISNDFIL•1
76'
76E
COMMON	 FEP FUJ I P AhMS I C EV CE F I DE VD AT, hUMDEV,SAVDA I, (PUCNT,ENDFIL
COMMON	 PARTYP, ELkDAT, IN TVA L INEX T0Y I ELPTIM , FAOC N11 1 T9 TM Eh, CSK CNT
7,9 CJMh'-0h 	 Mu"CPUr C ) LEVL I II FE 0I. , T IMECF , TIPCNT,SYSIDL,AEYMEM, EX Cr E'
770 COMMON	 COMMEMI T IP" EP, FE LMEM I 6 EM " EM IO A TOLE M, S WPC N T I T I P P RG, RTAPRC
77 1 CJM.4ON 	 CMDPRG , OAT'8G 1 0 L 	 AT E 
	
PR C I DL, H S TA F Y , I N 1 1 N 1, I N 2 1 1 N31 C D EM AX
772 CUMMON	 SMOR ST
773 C
774 34: F ORVAT(32),1 c





F U RP-AT (21 It, 111, 1X 111.)
FCR)iATf21)rF11'.411) 1111,1X,F11.4149X,31111X1111)
77 7 37' FOFUAT( 41XI]'1, Ix 111111X111111X,11111X,111,1X,3111
77E 3LC FLR+:AT121i,F111:,1),F11.2,iX,Fll.2•iXIF11.2,1X,F1 Z)
779 39: FORNAT(IC111X,I7,t5),Fll.4)
76^ 4': FUFA,ATf 17),13 1 1 X 1111, 1 X 1 111,:5X, F11. 411X,F11.4r1X,1i1,TX,IIi)
7 1 1 42' FURFATC 16, 1X11 4 1 1),
 ):, 3X 113)
7c2 C
7c3 Pn CCNII II)	 _	 ^
71:4 PA OC NN(aI	 _	 ^
7,.5 Pk CC NM(?1	 =	 ^




75 7 11,7	 =	 :N TVALyy C
7,1 '1'	 CJL
79 7 CE 4CAT( Ct. I, 	 CCU
	 =	 ..
7Y; 3a CCI,T1 !. LE
754 ^2 CCN TI r. U£
795 3^' IF	 ( P Ct T1 F. EC.,'I)	 IFEN





PAGD IS'ORIGINALOF POOR QUAId'C.1b
71 1 If	 (IFlRT 1P. r L	 )(SUe7l F. E4,)))	 iH LI,
' 7S^ FE AC	 ft , rr .)	 T1YECh,TINfo(
li
IF	 (ff l ATIF.0+..).ALC. fS L'u T1 F, E..:))
	 TM 41.
If
nE A7	 I 	 s!.)	 ELFi1P1,T)P CNT I S I E 1 C Lr f E A" E Y, E AC CEP
f h:C IF
.•4 11	 ((P 4 nT 1 o , EG .0 I ,Ant. (5 LI E T Y F. EC. 3) I	 iHLN
: -4 hC AC	 I.r.".)	 CCMMEhr T I 	 PE", RE LP Ei r4 EMM E P,E A TY E Mr S':P C hT
'  FihC:
IF	 {(F=R T IP, EL„ I, AKC. (5 V07YF, EL.411
	 THEN
+EA ,^	 (,, s °_I	 TIFF F G, h TM FR C, Cl. CPFC, EATPFC,CMCR!T
5. 1 CIF
81' If	 (FA F TIF,Cf. ,')	 ThEN
?1) CFL C h T	 =	 CFUCh'7	 4	 1




	 =	 PACICL	 r	 IOLE
EI,C If
.81> IF	 (PA P T IF, E0.SI	 Th EN
! 516 4EAC	 (C, 4C;.)	 SCEVUII, SIN FEC, SO TR E O, S CA T T M , S E Y T I H, SR E L' U C, S C Uh) S2
51" CO	 4 1.	 Cl, T = 1rN LMLEV
31E IF	 I( CEVDATIChT111.EC.ELEVLh)
E19 f	 .Ch.	 ( CEVC F 7(CI,7,e). EC. SC EVUh)
.Cf,	 fCEYC F T(cN7,3).EC. SC EYUN)
E I C	 .CF.	 ( CEVC AT(CNT, 4). EC, SL E V U h1
5d?
E23
Z	 .0 f,	 f GEVO A T IC N Tr 131, E C, 5 CEVUNI
r,	 ,CF.	 (LEVO AT(CNT, 14). E G. C C E V UN 
F	 .CF.	 f DEVC A T( Ch T, 15 I.EC.S C E V LNI
Ef8 E.CF,	 (LEVC A T ( Ch T, 161, E G, E C E NUN I) 	 ThEh
°': CEVDAT(C N1,71	 =	 0EVDATf CNT,71
	 4	 SINREO
CEVCAT(C hIIF)
	 =	 0EVCAT((NT,E3	 4	 S0IRL0
Ee8 LEVCAT(C h T, F )	 0EVDAT(Ch T,9)	 ♦ 	 SCUMS2
..°c9 LEVCAT( C 1.7,iJ)	 =	 CE VC A7 (CST, 10)	 4	 SRE OUC
^^^
E5^ CEVCATIC N  r111	 a	 CEVC AT ICNT, tit	 •	 SEYTIF'
E21 LEVD A T(C h T, IL)	 =	 CEVDAT(CNT, 121
	 •	 SO A T TM
E3^- ENCIF
= 3: 41"	 COI. TIN LE
I'' E34 Eh D I F
E sc FEAC(l F1, w 3 C, Eh J =. 30	 ULKD AT r INTVAL,PARTYP I SUE TYP
E36 IF	 (PA FT I A . E 0 .	 1I	 teEYTCY	 a	 'Y''
837 IF	 (It,TVAL.EC,OLDINT)	 CC	 T(	 3-'C
E'_5 F:	 70	 44C.
E39 45C	 ENOFIL	 =	 'Y'








F4' C	 F UFhF:E:	 TL;
	 CO O P LIE	 The	 HSTIhI	 :kFAl	 uhI(F	 WILL	 EE	 OUTPUTEC	 TO
t E F P IS TOF I,	 FILE
E5" 11,Y GC:. TI Ch	 CE IHOP:	 CALL	 F"S.DFP FST
^ c51 C
E5? FILC/n-COFC	 F EFEF5N CE5:








! : r . LLCAL	 VA.RIA4LLS:
°;! C NA..E	 IVFE
	 IIIA]FTi0N
7 P ,F	 AE AL	 I:	 fCF	 CGHIERTED	 TL	 F.EAL	 NUPLEA
C4	 h 	 AL	 IIMF UN	 CuN1EN TLCTC	 HEAL	 t.'UMEEK
' DSATn4	 REAL	 TOTAL	 LISK	 TRANSFER	 TI M 
- ICIFzC	 nC iL	 TCTAL	 hU4iO EF	 OF	 RE 4UCSTS
..1 LE LTI	 n5 rL	 IEVICE	 TINE
C IL^LF.	 REAL	 TRUE
	 0LEuE	 LEN G1h`
T C USL R 	A 	 TRUE	 SERVICE	 T'1 ME
C C15 M.0 !iT
	
147/CC,'NUh	 IOUNTEA	 GI	 C1SNS	 OF
.r




549 i 1 t•I Tl A ^1 iE	 ALL	 ELErEnTL	 LF	 HSTA'n1	 ARK AY	 TO	 -1.C,	 SIME0L	 IF	 MISSING	 DATA
d7 1 CCf, VE R T	 11hECN	 FACE.	 SEC.	 TO	 H r ,	 REFFE SEft TA TIONr	 AE 5OLT	 IN	 TNON
C77 CCh% l FT	 11 t'EOF	 FACM	 SEC.	 YC	 HF.	 A EFFE SE4TA I I ON,	 RESULT	 IN	 TNOF
ei2 C (40JLST	 FOR	 FAILURE	 TC	 FESET	 SI P	AF TEF	 24	 HOURS)1
E71 C LET	 hS1AAY11)	 70	 TMON	 MINUS	 NUMEER	 OF	 HRE.	 PAST24	 HRS.
E74 CET	 HS7ARY(2)
	









	 TNON AML	 'AVE	 IN	 FS1 An Y(:)®S
:7' C (IPE NC 
	 10 PIN	 ELEhELATE	 CF	 HSTA F 	 ARA AI	 MILL EE	 RE 	 ERE NC EC	 AS	 THREE
27" C FLLS	 THE	 FFFA1	 COUNT CF	 TO	 TAKE	 INTO	 AC COLN7	 THE	 THFEE	 ELEMENTS	 ALREADY
17 0 L CREATED))
EL? C IF	 FARhS(t)	 HA 	 EEEN	 SET	 TO	 A	 CCE	 FILE	 NO..	 NO	 LCNcER	 EG	 TO	 C
Eel C TPEI	 Cu)I FUTE	 TIF	 ThFUP L7	 AS	 THE
	
OUCTI ENT	 OF	 TIF	 TRANSACTION	 COUNT,
EC2 C TAFCI.T,	 AND	 ELAPSSC	 TSME,	 EL P T IM,	 PE SULT	 IM,	 HSTAPY(PA RMS(1141)





1F	 FAFME(2)	 HAL	 LEIN	 SLT	 TO	 A	 CCE	 FILE	 NO.,	 NO	 LONGER	 CO	 TO	 ;.
THE t.	 CET H S TA AY( P A RM 5(c)I!)	 TC	 IV ERAGE	 NUMEER	 OF	 DEMANC	 JOGS	 IN	 MEMORY,
ESS C cMCPFG
EL 7 C END IF
221 C IF	 FAF?15(1)	 hA5	 SEEN	 5E7	 1 	 A	 CCE	 FILE	 NO.,	 NO	 LONGER	 EG	 TO	 L
ELS C 1HEt.	 SET	 HS TARI ( FA R't C ( c 1 41 )	 I 	 AVERAGE	 P. UP EE 	 I 	 EA TCH	 P FOG F At! 5	 1N
ES' C MEf<CFY,	 EA 
I 
P F LEii C EtLSf





T11EA	 SET	 HSTAAI(FA RP Sf A)+?) 	 TO	 AVERACC	 NUMEEA	 OF	 REAL	 TINE	 PR CG RAMS
1',	 INENOFY,	 RTYPRG
ESS C EhC:F




SURL	 CI VI iI LN	 P 
	
iEAI	 COES	 NOT	 hAPP EN II
3i :f	 TI FONT	 I,E	 EEAC
S.' C ThEI,	 CONPU I,	 TIP	 RE CFCNSE	 TI FE	 AS	 (TIF C FG	 •	 ELPTIM)	 /	 TI FCN'F,
y^.t C RESULT
	 1?	 hSTARY IFARHS( r ) 411
S.? C EI'DI I
S L 4 7F	 r'„o„r(H	 h 4 $	 E'5 EN	 511	 %	 A	 CCC	 FILE	 NU.,	 NO	 LGSGEA	 LO	 TO
S.i 7PE!	 W, TARI( F ANVr (C)41 I	 =	 ^11. CPSI	 (L E M AN	 FESFOhSI	 IIMEI
S:! C -	 CIF
'>L7 :F	 F. P t S17)	 nA:	 LEE!.	 SET	 TG	 .	 CCE	 f'.LE	 NC.,	 1.0	 LCNUER	 EC	 TO	 .
iiflilBp
5.F i THE ! 	CC"FUTE	 CFL'	 L'TILI 1A710?	 15	 7C,,	 (7-((S151DL4PPOICL)/CPUCh I')	 /
S.i C ELFII.NI,	 FE5LL T 	IN	 H C T A r Y I P A P M S(T)+.)
^7 C E401f






















































OM MAC PAGZ W
Or Pnnn r)U&T.TTY,
T RE+ Cu"hUTE I'N I "FI uT IL 12A71 rN l:	 ;•(IF 01"'F . E)C FE" I C' o tiv. • 71P"E"'4
= E LNE%4 LEli •• E . CATw E.1) I TLTI'IEf. I I AESUL1 In hSTAF Y WARMS(a)42)
IF FA Fi E{S: 1,	 EE E1. SEI % A C[E IILE NO . I NC LCACEF EC TO
THE 1. CU + YUl c T1  C*AP A 7 AE SWFCh7 / ELP TIM I FLSuLT IN
W57„AY(P A k"S( r W )
1 . IF
IF FA F f. 511L7 F,AS CEEN 1E1 TC A CCC FILE NC .I NC LONGER EL TO
TPE1
14I TI ALI ZE TOT A L CI EK 7h. ANC  EP T)f, E, LS ATRN, TO
I N I TI ALI " L I. SK CUUNTEP I CSK Chl t TC 2ERC
I IC ALC ULA T 	 TOTAL L15K TRANSFER TIME))
CC fCF C'1T=1 TO 7OT41. '.JFL• ER OF CEVICES, NUF.CEV,
If (L ATA TY P E 14 (C E  CE F(CI,T, 4) 1C "CSKUL") AhL (ICSTATI
C;VLATIC'ITI.:) I It UPI ED TO 1)
THEN
ACC TC CSKTRN TfE NEW CATA TRANSFER TIME IN CEVLAT(CNTl12)
II.CF E:.ENT CISk CCuNTER I CSKC NT H a.Y .1
L NC 1F
E I.'G0
CC"FUTE I I C ChAhu EL LT 1 LIZ AT 10!' AS ( CSK TRN • C.5 . 1 Gu) / ELPTIM, RESULT
1" H S TA R Y I F A AF S(1' 1 t 2)
EKC IF
DO FO B ChT=1 TC NUMt EV
CdFFUIE TOTAL FUN a E R OF RCPU ESTE I TOTRE L I BI SUMMING .1 IFPUT RECUE5 TSI
D FV O A T ( C N T 1 7), AND OLTPUT I,"U'E ST S 
	
DE LCAT IC NT I E)
{(C ON.PUTE CE VI CE UT ILI! A T LO hlTh P.0 PUT FCR DTV ANC OTHER 1/Q DEVICES
OF 1•)
If (DEVC EF (CN T 14) 1E 'DT V+L") CF (CCVCE f(CNT 1 4) IS "CEVWL"1
Ah6 DEVCAT ICNT,6) IS UPI ED 70 1)
THEN COM P UTE DEVICE LTILIZATION/THRUPUT AS TOTREO DIVIDED E1 ELPTIM
RESULT IN hSTA RYID EYCAT(CNT 1514')
E1.5E CLEAR "SIARY(D EICAT(CNT IS )^'.)
S I.C1f
((CO-PUTS LEVICE U71L11AT10K/THPUPUT FCR FEPS UP))
IF I DEVCEfI Ch T, 	 15 "FEPWL")
T"EN
if (DEVCIT(CI.T I EI 15 UP I EC TO 1)
THEN CCMFUTE CcV 1,CE UT1L. TPRUPUT :(•107FEO-FLPFU!) / ELPTIMI
FESL'LT If, H JTA R I ICCVCAT( ENT 	 43
ELSE CLEAR HSTAR I I LEVCAT( CNT 1 5) 4?)
E NCIF
t NL 1F
((C 0r'PL T 	 CEVI CE U I I L I ZAT 10}/T h RU PUT FCR CIS KE UP))
IF DE SCE F ( C'.T, L) IS 'LSKUL"
THE1.
	
1F CE VC A 11 Cf'T, E1	 1S UP I EC TO 1
THL 1,
CO"PL7E CcV;CC llf.E l 0EV'I", A5 SLF OF EXISTE h(L TIME,
C E VLt 7([17,111, AND CATL TR Ah SFEI, IIME, LE VC A 7 1 C N T, 1:)
1f IIi TAL I.0'12 EI OF FEfVC57E, TCT FE.. I Nt U) AND (NUW?EF OF
L EETE (LE LLD, CLVL Fi ICKT ,1"J, ';t ')
Th E.. CAL( UL n 7 E TPJL OU EUS LE f:C TH, TRUCLNI AS
1 4 (CEVCAT(C'.l,V)/(D EVt ATIlNT 1 1 :)-1)) • IDEI'CAT(CNT, 10/TO7FEO)








	 CC' 0 U T E	 THL	 SEk11CC	 11 %'E I	T F LEcR,	 AS	 CE VICE	 710 to	 CEVTIM,




CEVIC(	 L T ILI2ATICh/THROPU1,	 HSTA51(CELCAT((hT,S)•:),
	 ASSiJ • 1';	 •	 TO IF CG	 •	 TmVSFR	 /	 ELF TIF'





97 C E t DLG
S7" C FE TLR4
Sti (:i l ----"'	 ----------"'--------------------------------------------------
S. T C CODE
q i t C________________________________ ______________________
CtE SUGROUTJ NE	 DFMFk3
;26 C
9c' C ••LCD AL LE CLARATION S••
i:E 11, Ti GL 	 Ch T,I
9c9 Cc AL	 711OF,1"ON, CSKT R14 , T CT P E D, C E V T I P, TR UG LN, TR U SE R.
99^ C ••GLOCAL
	
C E CL A RA TI O h S••
491 INTEGEP	 SAVCAT,FART?P, C  MCAT ( I NTVAL,CPUCNT, PR OC FOR.(4), TO TM EM
99^. Ih TC GEC	 TI V EON, T It E u F, Tl PC N T,REM - EY I E%C hE M, C 0MM E 15, T1 PM et ,, , k E L F Ent
953 IH TE GE C 	 NU°CEV, CEF.NE Y,EA TF)EA , S WPCNT,OLDATE, FARM C (15), C C h N AR
9; 4 11. TEGER	 N U K C P U, D S R Cl- T, I N, 1 N 1, 1 N2, I N.2
995 SEAL	 FEPFUJ,LLFTIM,SYSICL,TIPPAG, CEVCeT(99,1C)
956 CC Al.	 RTMPF G, CM LPk C, CA TFFO,F 901 CL,HSTARY(1C-2)
757 ChARACTEF	 DEVCEFC5514)•6,NEMTCY•I,E%LEVL•12,ENDFIL•I
999 C+MhOh	 FEP FUJ, PALMS I DEV CE F, DE VDAT, hUMDEV I SAVCA T, CPICNT,ENCFIL
999 CLYM1OM1	 PARTYP, ELYCAT, IN TV AL , h E%TOY , ELP714,PROC\", TOTF. EM, C SK CNT
lac: CLM7101.
	 NUMCPU,E)LEVL, TI PEON ,T IM EGf, T1PCNT, 5 IS 10 L, RE XM EY '-, EY Cr EM




	 C140P RG,2 ATP;G, E LO FT E, PA CID L, H S TA k T, I h, I M1), I N 2, 1 N2, C C UM AM
CLMhON
	 CMDRST
1;; u 4 C
1:-5 C0	 49C	 1=T,1^2
10:6 HST 4 9V I)
ti :.' 49f	 CG),TI h UE®
10C T -;401,	 _	 (1.C-T)NSOhI
	 /	 1ECG
® I TMOF	 =	 (1.G.TI"EOf)	 /	 36 :J
1:7" HSTASI(17	 =	 1t, Ch-
	
IFIA(TAOt/C4	 7)	 •	 24.C)
1':11
)Ci^.
HS TARI(iI	 =	 T.M,0f	 -	 IFFIA(T POF/CL .C)	 •	 24.CI
	 .+
H:TAR1(?1	 =	 (SAVC iT	 •	 :.f17	 (I fix (T. CI,	 /	 24. C)	 •	 C. C17	 C5
1:1: IF
	 IPA RM E(13.•.E.:1	 TFEh
I:14 h57 A R 1( P n FA S l 1) U)	 =	 T1 t'C	 T	 /	 ELFT IV
1C1S E14 IF
i.16 IF	 IPA PH 5(Z).h E, :)	 THc t.




1".19 IF	 ( FA rt. Ef? I.r. E,'	 7HEt
HS T A i I IF A. C FS f: i,.7	 =	 c A 1FFb
1:i 1 ELCIF
1"e'" ]F	 IPA p e. 10 1.	 _	 )	 THe'.
17i? h5TAA)(PAFHS(414:)	 =	 CT IPPL
1C: aclF









































4)'F 	 qt ,?ALITY
I
^I
JF (T J I Ch 7.1. E.LI THEn
PSI AK1	 An":(;)+:I = TIPP6C • E,FTIP / TIPChT
cNL IF
E.CIF
If (PA;P 1l<, 1.[.E,'I 7HEh
F S 7 A ^ Y( P A 'M S 161+31 c CM C^ET
F:.L If
IF IPA F M S(7), hE.'i THEN
PST A 511 P A 0d, 517141) = 1,:: • ft'((SYSILL4FACIC L) I CPUCN.T)
,.	 I EL F 1In)
.%DJF
If (PA FN S(C1.h E.^1 THEN
HS7 r.R Y(PA = MS1E1411 = 1LC • I9SKF'EV 4E). CMEF 4 CO MA'E M 4 T I PM E K+ R E L N Er+
F	 LE r "Et +T A TA Em  /T CTM FI!
EnCIf
If IPA FM SIS).h E.^.) THEN
FST A n Y IPA cM S fS 14: I a S6 FCNT / ELFT IP
EnCIF
3F fPA P MSf1;).RE, .1 THEN
LSK TAN = C.:
CSK CNT =
CO 5:: C1, T= 1,N LMCEV
IF l (LE VO"cF(ChT,4). E C.'CSK UL')
C	 . A ht.(:EVC A T( CNT, t). EV. U I THEN
LShTRh' = CSKTRN + DEVCAT(CNT,1L)
CSKCNT = CSKCNT 4 1
ENCIP
SL	 CONTI N LE
HSTAR V(PA P hE11:3 . 3) = DSKTRN • 4.E • 1C: / ELPTIP
ENOIF
DO 510 CN7=I,NUMD EV
IF ((D EVOEF(CN T,4).EG.-CTVWL'3
C	 . OP.( CEVC E F( C N TF 4). EG,' D E V WL' I I ThEN
if ICEVL A T( ChT,c). EG . O) Tn EN
H' TAR Y IC EVLAT (C AT .S)+11 =
E	 (CEVD AT (Ch T, 7) 41DEV CA 7f C NT, E) 1 A E LP T I 
ELSE
HS7A R Y ( D EVCAT( C NT , S)+:) = 6.:
E N C I F
ENC IF
IF ( L  VC E F(CNT., 43 ,EG.'le FWL'I THEN
I  (DEVDAT( C h T, 61. EO . L) TH C 
FSTA RY(D E  CAT (CNT,S)+?)=( (CC %CAT QNT, 7) 4 CEVCAT( CI,T,F I1
S	 • FLPFUJ) / ELPTIM
ELSE
P'STA R Y I D E V CAT(CNT , $)• 31
ENCIF
ENL 11
IF ( C E ICEF ( Ch T , 41, S G,'L EK U L') 7  CN
If	 ( C. E V4 A Tf C h T,:). EL .,,) TP EN
TOTc CG = CEV(, A T ( C AT 71 + CEV LAT(C NT, o 
LE%T I •' = CEVLAT IC FT, I I)	 + L E VCn T f C IiT F I::)
li ((IJTFE, ,.E.'. C 1. A NL. ( C E V LAT(CNT,ICI•h:+")) Th EN
7 A U.I. 1, = 1 + (C EV CAT fC N T, i1 / CEVL A T ( C N 7, 1 F ) - 1)
f	 GEVC AT M,T, 1.1 / Tv TR E4
ELSF




1_.: )f	 t1C iR ;: J.F. ...)
	 Th Sf.
1: ' S 'AUCSA	 :	 CEV T I t	 /	 (T CT FEO	 ThUuLI.)i.	 6 FLSE




F. ST. AY CG :V Lai( C NT ,;)+ 7 )	 a	 1''.	 •	 fTCTREG	 •	 TRUSEA
EL F T IM)
1	 +' EL:L
1L 5? VSTAh Y(CLL CAT( CN7 , 1 )4 11
1: r: E 1 C CF
C	 TILUE






11L 4 C SUEROUT I NE	 CAM FR4	 (DATA	 AECUCT ION	 MO CULE
	 -	 FOFTRAI.	 HE CUCTICN	 4)
11.5 C
f1C6 C PUAPLSE:
	 TH 11	 MODULE	 1ILL
	
DC	 SOME




itE 7 C Wh17E	 T.HE	 HSTARI	 AEC CRCS	 INTO	 SFHIS TORT,
11L° C
11:9 C :YVCCAtIDN	 °ETHOC:	 C 
	 LL	 P/15.CF FFF4
111^ C
1111 L F 	 LEI F C CCSC	 AEFEFFI.CES:
111? C FILL	 1. AME	 USE	 CE SCHI FT ION
111: C PP! S• S 1 H I L F OR Y
	
C	 SIP	 HISTCRI	 FILE	 HOLDING	 CLVICE	 DATA
1114 C
1115 C IATE F"ECIATE	 VAFI AOLES:
111 8 C NAMF	 T1PE
	 DE SCFI P7 ION
1117 C CNY
	 INT	 COUNTERFOR	 LOOPS
111F C IN]	 If. T A COMMON 	 SPH IS TOP 	 FILE	 REFERENCE	 NU'+BEF
111 n C NUMCEV
	 II,TICOMMON	 NUNEER	 Of	 UEVICES	 SPECIFIED	 IN









C hCLCINO	 CA TA	 FOP	 SPHIS70RY,	 CREATION
1 C A TE	 INT	 LATE	 FOP lATLNG	 VA FIAELE
11 E4 C MCNTh	 1117	 MONTH	 OF	 CLnCK	 DATE
I1:F C CA)
	 11.T






112 7 C MOLCIft6	 THE
	
NUMEEA	 OF	 DAYS	 IM.	 EACH OF
112' C THE	 iC	 MCNTHS
112 .^ L lE6C	 I),7	 LAST	 TLC	 OICITS	 uF	 YEAR
113: LEA .
	 	 AL	 USED	 FLF	 LLAF
	
ISAR. OE TERM) NATION
11.1 C RLAL	 AS"AINCCF








Ti.: {f h: T 4 +1	 AA RAY





CAT:	 kECChDS.	 ThE	 CTFEF	 CC CI AF.	 4ECOR65	 ARE
	 DATA	 COLLECTED))I1
i1:° CC	 Fu F 	CRT = 1	 TC	 CCL";.R+r 
11: n C ((n STRAY	 ELEF EI.T	 VI TF	 VALUE	 9	 9Si , 99	 EPnE SENTS	 IMFEFFE CT	 .DATA))





I	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
1
t f1 • ' C lh E-1,	 LET	 h:lA0 WIT)	 IC	 -1,:C	 7 C 	 PEPCL5:1,1	 PISSING
	 CATA
11.7 ChCIF
. 1147 i LI.D:Y
11.7 (('FLI)
	
Hl TAF 1f :1 1 	THE	 CATE	 Ill	 IfE	 FCA P
	Iltlm.CC,	 INTO	 ?	 INTECCF
11 r L C VAhIALLE:I)
11 ,C C :ET	 ICrTE	 T 	 TPC	 INTEGCR	 R AFT	 01	 F5TAR1 (A)114E : :FT	 00„Th
	 TO	 I, (N TV	 F c P F ESE:,lATI C4	 CF	 II, A TF
114 7 C !:T
	
C L 1	 TO	 C 	 REP FE SE N TATICN
	
Of	 HSTn AY (:I
11+E C 'ET	 ICAA	 TO	 IErA	 1 EPR 1-GENTATION
	 OF	 HS TAR)(:)
11.4 C Cllf	 IE4 0 	15	 Cl IISICLE	 EY	 4 1	 I1	 15	 A	 LEAP	 ILA F))
1 11'^ C SET	 LEAP	 TO	 LCIP	 /	 -I
6ET
	 FE F: AI I.0 E"- I
	 A E M I
	
TO	 AI"AINCEA	 FACT
	 C 	 LEAF





	 LL AP	 1EA11
I I'LN
	
SLT	 NU"LE )'	 OF	 CA It	 U 	 FEF. I
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